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And The Lowly Shall Rise

Every soul had taken flight, but one.

The people of the village ran, terrified, into the hills—the Outcast, Fremqul, walked down the 
steep path from his hideout in the hills.

The people had been warned about the HydraWoman approaching the village—Fremqul didn’t 
have a clue.

He did wonder at their mass exodus but decided the Sun was, quite surprisingly, blessing him.

Plenty of time to ransack their huts—find those gems they hide away…

There was no value in the gems for Fremqul but to stare at them and watch the Sun play in their 
depths…

He had been banned from the village twenty years before—made an Outcast by the people, 
turned himself into a Berserker—none being able to stop him when he had worked himself up for
an attack.

He worshiped but two things—the Sun and the gems that so loved the Sun…

No need today for the crazed running and wild gyrations he used to avoid the villagers’ spears, 
no need to get in and out quickly—he strolled toward the village, thanking the Sun.

He approached the Headman’s hut, sure of finding the most gems in this most elaborate 
dwelling.

He was right—left the hut with gems dripping from his hands.

This was when he heard the wailing…

HydraWoman?

He ducked back into the hut, threw the gems he had into a basket along with six more handfuls, 
rushed back out and saw the Monster floating rapidly towards him.

Then… HydraWoman stopped advancing, turned, and hissed horribly, her multitudinous arms 
flailing.

Fremqul spotted her worry—Tusker, the giant Boar.

She looks afraid… What in Sun’s name is happening?

Fremqul then noticed the trail of blood and the spout of crimson issuing from the Boar’s back.



Boar can’t die…? blood poison for HydraWoman…?

The Boar was snorting at the Hydra and the Hydra was spewing a green gas as she hissed—the 
gas, in fact, capable of killing the Boar.

The standoff fascinated Fremqul. He slowly circled the Headman’s hut, positioning himself to 
watch and, hopefully, not be noticed…

He had never actually seen Tusker or HydraWoman—certainly had heard about them as he grew 
up…

Blood stopping Hydra. Gas holding off Tusker…

He decided the confrontation was really none of his business and slowly began a backwards 
retreat toward the hills.

Tusker backed away from the Hydra and made a wide circle that began to look like it might end 
up between Fremqul and the hills.

Just as Fremqul got to the path up, Tusker had arrived in front of him, facing the towering Hydra.

Damn! Blood and gas both deadly… Rushing up hill dangerous…

He froze to the spot and began to pray aloud:

“Oh! Sun Father!
I am a gross sinner!
But, I am still Thy child!
Please, protect me!!”

Tusker and HydraWoman were still locked in mutually repelling confrontation and Fremqul 
didn’t dare move…

Silly man, shouting a prayer… Damned lucky they hate each other so…

He began to wonder at Tusker’s coming round in front of him but suddenly had something else to
contemplate.

He heard the screech and felt the battering wind from the wings…

Griffin! Servant of Sun!!

The HydraWoman rose to meet Griffin in the air—Tusker turned and faced Fremqul.

Shit! Now what?!



As if everything that had just happened hadn’t already swamped his mind, Fremqul now heard 
Tusker speak to him:

“Man. My blood can in no wise harm thee. Fables about me hide my truth.”

“You are talking to me…“

” I am and you must listen, carefully.”

“Sure………“

“Have I ever killed a human?”

Fremqul had a bit of trouble thinking about what he had learned of the stories about Tusker, with 
all the hissing and screeching above him, not to mention his having to hold fast to a rock 
outcropping to avoid being knocked over by the blast from Griffin’s wings.

“Give me a minute…“

“We have only a short time. Griffin can hold HydraWoman off but not banish her. We must do 
that. Again, have I ever killed a human?”

Fremqul’s mind began to focus.

“Did you say we have to chase off HydraWoman?!”

“Yes, we must. A third time—have I ever killed a human?”

“Uuuh… Can’t remember… I think, perhaps not?”

“True. One other question. Is Griffin your friend?”

“My— Say, Mr. Tusker, why the questions? Are we not both in a dangerous situation? I have 
heard that Griffin hates you…“

“He does but he hates HydraWoman more. Again, is Griffin your friend?”

Damn! What in holy hell is happening?

Griffin and the Hydra were rising higher as their screechings and hissings came louder…

“Man, if Griffin is not your friend, we are both lost. Griffin, though mighty, might eventually 
tire, HydraWoman vanquishing him—then her gas will kill you. Though, HydraWoman may tire 
for a bit—then, Griffin kills me.”



Fremqul had no idea he would say his next words:

“Griffin is in truth my friend—I love Sun and Sun is Father of Griffin—I love gems and Sun 
loves gems. Griffin must love gems, so—”

“You have gems?!”

“I do”, said Fremqul as he opened his basket—Griffin’s wind blowing him over, the gems 
twinkling to the ground.

Things changed quickly.

HydraWoman’s green gas stopped spewing.

Tusker shouted, “Throw the gems at her!!”

Fremqul was beyond questioning—repeatedly slung handfuls of gems at HydraWoman.

Remarkably, she ceased her attentions towards Griffin and caught all the gems in her countless 
arms.

Tusker, still spouting a fountain of blood, rushed the Hydra.

Her feet began to boil as Tusker’s blood flooded them.

She sank into the boiling, legs then body then head, all in a frenzied roiling.

Soon, there was nothing left of HydraWoman but steam, which dissipated quickly in the wind 
from Griffin’s wings.

The Boar’s bleeding stopped.

Griffin landed between Fremqul and Tusker.

Not surprisingly, Griffin spoke:

“Fremqul, my friend, you have saved the village from the Hydra and you have saved the Boar 
from my vengeance.”

Fremqul fainted.

~~~

The people of the village had watched the drama from high in the hills and were now standing in 
a cluster around Fremqul’s body.



The Headman knelt down and shook him.

Fremquil woke to what he immediately reckoned as his executioners.

The Headman smiled at him and said:

“Do not fear. All is forgiven. You have saved us.”

~~~

Fremqul stayed in the hills but stopped being a Beserker.

Why try to frighten and steal from the village when they freely brought him all he would ever 
need…

He never saw Tusker or Griffin again.

He had all the time in the world to stare into the depths of his gems and pray to Sun…



Dance of Immortality

She went to the forest to dance.

Her community said dancing was evil.

They said it led to immorality, they said it made women consort with the devil.

She understood how some of the women had used their bodies to entice, to lure men.

She understood why most of the men would fear such women, even during the moments they 
desired them.

But... she wanted to dance like the trees...

They so often took on aspects of fire---seeming to want to swirl free of their roots...

~~~

She had a fire in her soul.

Her roots were in her community.

She had limbs like the trees.

She swirled in the forest...

~~~

One day, she attired herself in her mother's wedding dress and went to her forest.

She began the dance and didn't stop till the sun went down.

She collapsed where she was and dreamed of dancing among the stars...

~~~

She woke and saw she had danced to where the forest met the mountain.

Her soul-fire had burned-up her roots.

She danced up the mountain.

~~~

Her inmost fire kept her warm.



She danced to the peak.

She vanished...



Grief of The Artisan

He was struck down to worthlessness.

His body would barely function.

His mind was thin and brittle.

Calefas felt he had been cursed and thought he knew why.

He had made pottery with shapes that were forbidden---shapes that went beyond functionality---
shapes that were sensuous.

Calefas had sent for the Shaman, Tezil, and prayed he would still be alive when the Shaman 
appeared...

~~~

Tezil was on his way to Calefas' workshop.

He began to notice activity on the forest floor---worms in the hundreds were squirming on the 
ground.

He stopped to sense their intention---noticed they were all making their way in the direction of 
Calefas' workshop...

He uttered a short chant then continued on.

~~~

Calefas had to be brought out of a swoon after Tezil had arrived.

His first words were:

"I am only fit for the worms..."

Tezil countered with:

"Why would you say that?"

"Dear Tezil, my body barely functions and I may not know who you are at any moment..."

"Well, you know me now and now we must begin our work."

~~~



After applying a medicinal salve to Calefas' forehead, Tezil led him out to the edge of the forest, 
propped him against a rock, and began to chant in the ancient tongue.

The salve was keeping Calefas alert and he began to plead:

"May my life end now if I have insulted the gods! I fear for my soul though I know not what sin 
I have committed! Speak to me!!"

Tezil stopped his chanting and said:

"Calefas, the gods will not speak to you. They won't even speak to me; but, I may be able to help
if you will stay quiet..."

"I will...", Calefas whispered as he tried to stand, falling in a heap.

Tezil helped him back onto the rock and motioned for him to sit still and stay quiet.

Soon, the worms, thousands now, approached them.

Tezil stooped and snatched one, placing it on Calefas' lap.

"That will help the others find you..."

"You feed me to the worms?"

"Hush, Calefas. Worms cannot eat a body that has not yet decayed. You work with the clay that 
these worms have helped create. Be still..."

Tezil continued his chant, Calefas attempted to remain calm, and the worms began to cover his 
body.

~~~

Hours later, in the workshop, Tezil brought Calefas out of his deep slumber.

"Calefas, rise up! Claim your health!"

He sat up and rubbed his eyes.

He swung his legs off the bed and stood.

He stretched his limbs and said:

"I feel fine..."

"Yes, now we must work on your mind..."



~~~

Deep in the middle of the night, after much conversation, Calefas asked:

"So, I was overtaken by my own creations?"

"Yes, Calefas, your creativity broke the bounds of convention and your mind thought you had 
broken some law. Your worry was so profound it ate into your body."

"Dare I show my latest work to others?"

"I think you <i>should dare; and, be prepared for some shock as well as some praise from 
others."

"What of the rulers?"

"I will visit Besoun and Hekal and tell them you have been blessed by the gods..."

"Will they believe you?"

"They will or they shall have my curse..."

~~~

Calefas displayed his wares at the market.

Many were purchased, some were broken by enraged citizens.

Besoun and Hekal didn't believe Tezil's explanation of Calefas' new creations and found 
themselves compelled to live in the forest and subsist on worms...



How to Trap A Deadly Snake

They were an incredibly odd trio---the lumberjack, the lizard, and the spider.

But, they had a task to perform and a foe to conquer.

The two-headed snake of Thester was loose in the forest---forty feet long with a two foot girth.

The lumberjack had to chop down a ring of trees of a certain depth all 'round the forest---he'd 
been at the task for days now---he was nine feet tall and stronger than ten other men.

The lizard was much smaller than a man but could blow fire, very hot fire, from it's mouth---it 
would ignite the ring of felled trees---it was resting in the shade...

The spider was as large as a normal man and had the job of weaving the embers of the burned 
trees into a cage for the snake---it was eating a weed that helped it produce its silk.

The three of them had no idea they were engaged in what the man who assembled them 
considered a sacred act...

~~~

The  Thaumaturge of their country had told the three what to do but hadn't explained the 
intricacies.

He was compelled to defeat the two-headed reptile and had actually been friends with Thester, 
many years ago.

Yet, the evoker of the snake had taken a much darker path...

The two-headed monstrosity was really of no danger to anyone but the Thaumaturge; but, he 
thought it best to keep that to himself and maintain his grand position with the people of this 
country.

He had, in fact, instilled fear into the people about the satanic creature.

He'd chosen the lumberjack because he'd been born large, strong, and bereft of creative thought.

He'd chosen the lizard because he'd given it the power of producing streams of fire with its 
breath.

He'd chosen the spider because it was an artisan of weaving.

~~~

The lumberjack was finished with his chopping and sat down to drink ale and break wind.



The lizard, nearby, heard the result of the flatus and awoke.

The spider ambled over to the other two and spun a bit to warm up.

Naturally, all three had the power of speech.

They sat there, silent, until the Thaumaturge arrived...

~~~

It was sunset when the Thaumaturge finally made his appearance.

The lumberjack began to speak but the Thaumaturge motioned silence.

The lizard began to speak and the Thaumaturge again urged quiet.

The spider spoke:

"I am ready to weave but the lizard must reduce this ring of trees to the smallest embers 
possible."

The Thaumaturge looked quite wicked and said:

"Of course..."

All were silent then.

The sun had set.

The moon rose.

The two-headed snake could be heard issuing its contrapuntal hisses...

The Thaumaturge told the lizard to circle the forest and quickly employ his incendiary ability.

He told the spider to follow along and weave the embers into a protective barrier.

He whispered to the lumberjack:

"If this fails, you must protect me."

The lumberjack had no reason to question the Thaumaturge and simply said, "Yes".

~~~



Before the moon reached its zenith, the trees had been reduced to innumerable coals.

The woven barrier was complete.

The snake approached the glowing silken hurdle and slithered right through...

The lizard and spider made haste to depart.

The lumberjack stood in front of the Thaumaturge, who stood very still.

The snake, having two heads and the ability to move like lightning, sunk its fangs into both men.

~~~

The country round-about had a new Thaumaturge---one who dealt in no magic, one who had no 
satanic enemies, one who never worried and always gave simple advice to the people who 
revered him.

Thester, with his two-headed snake, moved to another country---seeking someone who practiced 
sorcery...



Island Saga

There were two men on the island.

One had been sent to make sure conditions were safe for others of his tribe to settle here.

One had been on the island for years and now had to convince the other to leave...

~~~

Sona had arrived on the island in his canoe the day before.

He'd slept and eaten some newly-caught fish.

He was ready for exploration.

He seemed to sense another's presence but couldn't be sure...

~~~

Demna was intimately aware of the other man's presence.

He stayed distant as he prepared his first stratagem...

~~~

Sona began with a tour of the circumference of the island, weaving into and out from the tree-
cover to pick up signs of animal tracks that waves would obliterate.

He took his time and finished the tour just before sundown.

He'd taken note of five kinds of small animal and discovered three kinds of fruit tree.

He'd also stopped at noon, eating his fill of fruit.

Halting for the night, he built a platform above a fire---drying fish while discouraging innocent 
theft.

~~~

Demna drew on his powers...

He stayed distant as he projected the sound of a large animal charging through the trees near 
Sona.

~~~



Sona woke and rolled to a crouch.

He pulled a burning log from the fire and stood.

He listened...

The sound stopped then began again, nearer...

Strange...

Not real?

The sound stopped again...

Sona waited...

Nothing...

He pulled the dried fish from the platform and packed it away.

He built-up the fire, letting it begin to burn the platform.

He walked closer to the water and lay down to rest...

~~~

Demna began planning a more complex stratagem...

~~~

Sona woke to the water soaking his legs.

He waded further in and caught three fish.

He built-up the fire a bit more to dry off and cooked and ate the fish.

Then, he packed-up and began deeper exploration...

~~~

Demna began stirring up the insects and urged them towards the intruder...

~~~

Sona was thinking about the sounds he'd heard in the night and had just concluded they were 



nothing to worry about; though, he was much more alert---hearing a dull roar...

Suddenly, he was attacked by the largest swarm of insects he'd ever encountered.

They were in his hair and beard and ears, and up his nose, before he could do anything about it.

He quickly surveyed his surroundings and saw a fallen tree.

It was half dried-out but not hollow.

He went to it, enduring the bites and scratches, retrieved his fire-making tools, and brought the 
tree to a smoldering heat.

The smoke began to disperse some of the insects.

He stood in the cloudy heat for a few minutes then strode away, knowing the insects wouldn't 
follow him due to his smoky smell.

He stopped after a bit and thought---<i>Unnatural---like the sounds last night...</i>

He waited till the insects had completely dispersed then returned to the tree and quenched its 
burning.

~~~

Demna was cursing.

He had to approach the man more closely---use powers that needed proximity---proximity that 
had the potential to reveal his presence...

~~~

Sona was back to exploring and to thinking over the strange sounds and stranger insect swarm...

He found a plant that gave a sap that relieved the insect bites---though, some of the swelling 
would last awhile...

<i>A wizard?

Heard of them...

Must start tracking...</i>

~~~

The two men began a dance across and around the island---each possessed of powers the other 



lacked---Demna's other-worldly, Sona's quite practical...

~~~

After three days---days that had worn Demna to a frazzle and had let Sona map-out most of the 
island---the two men were very near each other...

Sona could smell Demna.

Demna was ready for his most powerful magic.

Crashing sounds in the trees...

Sona ready with the spear he'd fashioned the day before...

A large creature broke through the nearest trees, stood on its hind legs, and roared at Sona.

Sona stood stock-still...

The creature maintained its erect posture and began a constant low growling...

Sona still stood...

The creature, still erect, rushed him.

Sona aimed and hurled the spear at what he knew was the wizard's heart...

~~~

Years later, he told the tale, yet again, to his grandchildren---happy young beings, growing up on 
a magical island...



Merfolk Story

Merulla waited below the surface of the river.

She had no fear the other merfolk would feel her actions through the embrace of the water—she 
had incited many schools of fish to hyperactivity. They would block her presence.

She waited for the whistle from the one with legs…

She wondered what kind of gem he would bring today.

She also wondered at his stupidity. He always gestured extravagantly about their future life 
together, sometimes displayed the member between his legs…

Did he not know the differences in their anatomies?

He whistled and she rose to the surface, splashing him with spume; using her powerful tail flukes
to ascend to his face and plant a kiss on his lips.

He reeled from the kiss and laughed as quietly as he could—he’d indicated their meetings had to 
remain a secret…

Merulla gestured from him to her—where is my gift?

He reached into his pocket and produced a gem, placing it tenderly in Merulla’s open palm.

The one with legs silently communicated his longing for her, of the time to come when they 
would be forever together.

She rose again and gave him a lingering kiss, then she made a square in the air with her fingers.

The one with legs again reached into his pocket and retrieved a piece of oiled paper—a map of a 
gem-field—placing it in her hand, gaining a final kiss.

Merulla flipped herself under the water and swam home.

She thought about the praise she would receive when she finally revealed her visits to Princess 
Bresshoulain.

She knew it wouldn’t be too soon though, since she didn’t have enough of her own gems yet…

~~~

Hesosten prepared for his public meeting with Bresshoulain—rehearsing his chain of logic.

She had  to bow to his plan—there was no other way to save his people from the ones with 



legs…

~~~

The man on the dock shook himself alert—chasing away the dreams her kisses engendered.

He wondered at her stupidity—thinking the maps of any worth—though, a kiss from such a 
being was a treasure all its own, even if he engaged in what she thought was clandestine activity 
with the full knowledge of his people.

Still… To have her be his own, to smother him with her luscious kisses——he killed his 
thoughts.

As he joined his hidden mates, he swore again to conquer the merfolk—make them slaves of his 
forest kingdom.

~~~

They gathered at the center of the Sacred Lake, five hundred merfolk—the few remaining from 
the time before the ones with legs began encroaching on their domain.

There had been no direct contact between them (apart from Merulla’s secret ventures)—the 
increasing deaths being from the massive fishing activities the ones with legs engaged in—
robbing them of the particular fish they needed in their diet—that, along with the faster death 
from the poisons they emptied into the waters of the river.

The merfolk gathering was somber. They were to hear the upstart Hesosten’s plan for their 
salvation.

The quiet became more profound as Bresshoulain swam into their center, sending waves of 
acceptance and peace through the water.

Hesosten also swam to the center, inducing unwanted excitement in the merfolk. Some 
purposefully sent patterns of resistance…

Bresshoulain indicated her desire for Hesosten to speak—the vibrations of his words easily 
travelling through the water to those at the furthest reach of the gathering.

“Oh, Princess, I thank you for granting me a public audience.”

“Get to your point.”

“We all suffer from the ones with legs. We will all die if we stay in the Sacred Lake—”

“You doubt the power of the Lake!?”



“No, but I also do not doubt the power of the lack of fish to starve us or the power of the poisons 
to increase our sickness.”

“Again, your point…“

“We must venture further than any in our time have gone—must swim upriver, past the forest to 
the mountains, find the Lake of Immortality.”

“Swim through the domain of the ones with legs? Let them kill us at whim?”

“They are already preparing to do that…“

“And, you know this how?”

“One of our own has been making contact with them. I have reasoned out the increase in fish-
school frenzy—broken trust with one of our own and pilfered her personal space—”

“Hososten! You admit to a breach of trust yet claim the right to convince me of your mad plan?”

“Please, Bresshoulain, look at this evidence of a much greater breach of trust.”

He passed the Princess a fish-skin bag.

She opened it, inspected the contents…

Finally, she asked Hesosten: “Who belongs to these possessions?”

“I will leave her identity’s revelation to her. When she realizes her sin, she will come forth and 
explain her activities.”

Bresshoulain began passing the maps and gems to those closest, as she said: “These gems are 
identical to the ones our ancestors brought from the mountains when they settled the Sacred 
Lake, the maps resemble those few we possess of the mountain river’s source.”

She remained silent as the items circulated…

Hesosten began to speak and Bresshoulain motioned him to silence.

When she sensed the items had reached enough of her people, she spoke again:

“I said the maps resemble the ones from our forebears—resemble but do not match. I request the 
one among us who obtained these false maps to reveal herself.”

Merulla swooned where she swam, those near her bearing up her body and shouting, “Here!”.

“Bring her forward…“



~~~

Merulla’s misadventures became the basis of proof for Hesosten’s call to action—went further 
then even he suspected—showed the attempt by the ones with legs to lure the merfolk into their 
forest realm with false maps of gem-fields in the mountains.

Merulla’s sin also became the justification for her being the one who’s mission might most easily
lead to a sacrifice for the merfolk’s success in their plan to migrate past the ones with legs and 
live above their polluting and thieving activities.

She would detain the leader of the ones with legs, encourage him to call a gathering of his people
at the dock, make him believe she was ready to join him in his life, convince him that she could 
obtain legs of her own if he permitted her to perform an oral act of sex while the others 
watched…

~~~

The ones with legs were enthralled with Merulla’s performance.

The merfolk swiftly passed through the forest river.

Merulla managed to escape after the ones with legs realized she’d tricked them—swam upriver 
but, in her haste, became entangled in a mass of fishing nets, later becoming a meal for the ones 
with legs…

~~~

The merfolk thrived in the chill waters of the Lake of Immortality.

They labored for many cycles to damn the flow of the river—build up large stores of water—
release them to flood the lands of the forest—deny the ones with legs their hold on their domain
—force them into the plains—make of them most humble creatures…



Minotaur of The Shadows

It was the same old story---Good against Evil...

The mountain was a majestic upthrust seeming to touch the highest clouds.

They said Titan worshiped the sun, living at the peak of the mountain.

They said Minotaur lived in the shadows, inside the mountain, surrounded by a maze of tunnels 
leading out.

The people in the ring of villages surrounding the mountain's base were ordinary, industrious 
folk.

They had their faults but persisted in their ordinary, industrious way...

Air Handmaiden was an Unknown.

~~~

Titan seemed to have lived on the mountain forever.

People were uncertain about when Minotaur had arrived.

Air Handmaiden knew the Truth...

~~~

Jasbran had discovered the first tunnel, which led to the Minotaur's first seizure of people---ten 
from five villages.

Naturally, folks prayed to Titan for aid.

Naturally, Titan seemed not to answer...

~~~

Over the years, 99 more villagers joined Minotaur in his lair.

Over the years, many attempts were made to climb the mountain and attain Titan's abode.

Finally, on the eve of Sanbluian in the year of Tacnos-549, Jasbran's grandchild, Thenon, reached
the peak.

He didn't see Titan but proceeded to make his herbal infusion on his camp-stove, poured the first 
cup over his head, and prayed:



"Oh, Titan, Master of the mountain!

"Come to our aid!

"Help us fight the Minotaur and bring our people back to their homes!!"

His thoughts ended the prayer with, <i>if they still live...</i>

The moons had risen, the air was frigid, and Thenon saw a strange cloud.

It was drawing nearer, descending toward where he stood.

As it approached, he thought he saw a body forming from its vaporous substance.

<i>Yes!</i>---an ethereal being alighted in front of him and said:

"I am the Handmaiden of the Air.

"I have told Titan of your prayer.

"He begs your indulgence as he prepares an answer."

Thenon tried to speak---wheezed out the words, "I---I thought Titan lived here..."

"He does but you can not yet see him."

"Wh---What must I do?"

"Wait."

She disappeared---a mere cloud-form remained...

Thenon sat by the camp-stove and shivered.

<i>Strange...

More than strange...</i>

A sudden sleep enveloped him and he dreamed...

~~~

Titan was there, magnificent in His effulgence.

"Thenon, I give you greeting and avow your courage, yet wonder if you have understanding."



"Titan! I am speechless..."

"Perhaps not---yet, listen.

"Minotaur is as tenuous as the Handmaiden, formed of thoughts---thoughts ill-beseeming the 
folk in your villages. If you have found your full voice, tell me what you think."

Thenon cleared his throat and said:

"You say the Minotaur is not real, a phantom of our thoughts?"

"Not <i>your</i> thoughts, dear Thenon. You came to Me, the others stay in the villages, 
cringing in fear."

"Is the Minotaur not to be feared?"

"You understand yet keep yourself from knowing you understand."

Thenon wondered...

"Thenon, cast back in your mind. Recall the actions of your people. Do you see them gathering 
together and fearfully retelling the stories of the Minotaur's rampages?"

"Yes..."

"Cast yet deeper. See the co-incidence of their most fearful gatherings with Minotaur's attacks."

Thenon played-out the scenes in his quivering mind---saw the connections...

"Very good, Thenon. Now descend and bring this awareness to your people."

Thenon awoke.

~~~

Air Handmaiden was with him as he made his way to the base of the mountain.

She filled his mind with Words, Sentences---Verbal Remedies.

When he reached the first village, she was gone and he appeared to have just been soaked by 
rain.

He met with the people and told them of his Dream on the mountain.

Few believed him.



He shared the Proofs from the Handmaiden---few understood.

~~~

Thenon now lived in the forest beyond the villages.

He had the Handmaiden as an occasional Visitor.

He had his memory of Titan.

He had the weight of the reality of how long it would take to convince enough people...

~~~

The people ever so gradually replaced themselves.

The children listened to Thenon---understood the power of imagination...

As Thenon began to reach his terminal age---approached ever-nearer the True Realm of Titan---
he nearly glowed with the realization that the end was near.

The end of Minotaur---the re-beginning of a Clean, Ordinary, Industrious Life...

~~~

As Thenon's body died and his spirit ascended towards Titan, he knew that, eventually, the 
People would evolve beyond ordinary, maintain their industriousness---as long as they remained 
Clean...



Oh My, What A Dream

I woke with an image in my mind, clear as day and hard to shake.

It came from my dream but wasn't the last thing that happened---the last thing was a scream.

What I woke up to was the first sight, from the mountain, looking down on the causeway leading
to the wooded part of the island.

Rain on the window, sun rising, and me wondering again what all those buildings were...

I've never had a dream so vivid.

It began as a wonder and ended as a mystery I can't seem to solve.

~~~

It's morning after a really bad storm.

I'm preparing for a visit to the market.

Going down the mountain path to Zal's outdoor grocery and wondering again about the buildings
on the causeway---rose up so fast, so many, the smoke being the surest indicator of some vast 
amount of activity.

Zal greets me with a nod toward the strange goings-on and the words, "More today. So weird and
a bit scary..."

"So are they the same people? And, how do they build so fast?"

"Questions to ponder as you cook these squash tonight?

"Nice... so orange..."

"Yellow if this strange light blows off."

"Oh..."

I finish shopping, trek back toward my home up the path and greet Solan.

"Hoy, my friend, out early, eh?"

"I have some grim work ahead. Beslin and his gang convinced me to join them---make a trip 
down to investigate."

"You're going down there!?"



"Just about time, eh? Starting to look like the building's about to move up the mountain."

"Oh, my, I hadn't noticed..."

~~~

I decided to cook the squash with eggs for breakfast.

Sat afterward thinking the morning away...

The folks down on the flat part of the island had always been different.

We were farming and small manufacture people, they were---divergent...

We used to go down and mingle---had a lively trade in food and implements---until they'd begun 
to make a lot more of their own food (mostly bland unless you added the intense spices they'd 
invented---always made me sick...) and their implements became gadgets we didn't understand 
and found no use for.

Plus, they "made" their food, didn't really grow it---sure, they used the earth but added things 
that "improved" it.

And, the gadgets were all about gabbing with each other, watching each other---seemed they 
never had a quiet moment to really savor life...

Eventually, our trade with them stopped.

The last news anyone brought back from the flatlands was that they had mechanical carts that 
zipped around on hard streets and a huge lot of them had moved into the woods at the far end of 
the island and reverted to a savage lifestyle...

~~~

Solan came by in the afternoon and asked me to go with them on their investigation.

I decided to only go as far as the top of the cliffs---watched them climb down and noticed there 
was a group of flatlanders approaching them...

They talked for about twenty minutes and then got into the flatlanders' motorized carts and drove
into the swelter of the buildings.

~~~

I know some of this tale may seem inconsistent but it was a dream---though, vivid as hell...



~~~

As the sun began to set, I saw one of the carts approach the cliff and Solan get out---just Solan...

He climbed up to my position and slumped down on a flat rock.

"You should be glad you didn't go with us."

"Where are the others?"

"Decided to stay."

"Why?"

"You wouldn't believe me if I told you..."

~~~

Solan eventually did tell me, after I got him home and made him eat.

Incredible...

The other men had all been taken away by women---not unwillingly---and, every time Solan 
tried to find out what they were up to, his "host" would only say, "Having Fun!".

I didn't mention---Solan was a very old man, but a man with a head on his shoulders.

He persisted, as he was led around, trying to find out about his fellows---even, often, allowed to 
talk to them on small devices---but, none of what he heard made sense.

There was also no sense in what he himself was seeing.

Masses of people scurrying around, engaged in who knows what---some must have been 
engaged in work since there were so many things on sale---mostly all devices to talk on or play 
games on or watch moving pictures on of other people talking and playing games...

There were a lot of folks running around on what seemed very important tasks and some of the 
viewing screens in the buildings showed people involved in meetings where they mostly 
complained about other people who they said were trying to---how did he say it?---"...trying to 
imperil our civilization with undemocratic schemes."

Then, there were the military types, all getting ready to go on missions into the forests to find 
traitors trafficking with savages...

By the time Solan got to the end of his tale, we were both worn out and called it a day.



I couldn't sleep.

For one thing, the smoke rising from the flatland was getting blacker and was starting to affect 
my breathing.

And, they had some kind of lights all over down there---bright---intense, really---a sick sort of 
bluish-green.

As the sun rose, I found myself walking down toward the cliffs but had to stop about a thousand 
feet away---the flatlanders were there, building more of their buildings, right up and over the 
cliffs!

Massive carts with motors, digging and constructing...

I hurried back up and ran into Zal.

She was packing up her vegetables and shouting to her friends: "Hurry, take everything you can, 
up to the pass and over the peak!"

I tried to talk to her but she rushed off screaming...

~~~

That's when I woke up.

I looked at the clock and realized I was nearly late for work.

I hurried through my shower, dressed, and drove off---out of my gated community---toward the 
city---the dream unrolling from that first image as the car seemed to drive itself, and me 
wondering what in the hell the dream could mean.........



Redemption

He'd lived the wrong life--gave up what he should have kept---gained a curse he couldn't 
control...

He'd roamed the Boreal Forest for seven years, destroying nearly everything in sight---literally 
destroying nearly everything he came upon, with his eyesight---evoking flames merely by 
looking at something when the execration of the curse was upon him...

He'd just arrived at a small village, received an unwelcoming from the people, got full-up with 
the angry remorse, then the roiling-up of the hate of himself, turning itself into hate of those poor
people...

He was looking at a young girl when the hate manifested---watched her hair and dress burst into 
flame---watched her eyes pop from the heat---watched her limbs and sweet yet twisted-in-horror 
face bubble and split with the burbling of their cooking, blackening to ash...

Seven years ago---the thought rose like a geyser---I played hide-and-seek with that girl---the 
memory surging up and cooling his temper then bringing on the other kind of remorse, not full of
self-raging but full of self-pity and horror at his deadly magic...

He ran for all he was worth, ran till he fell in a heap of anguish and passed out.

~~~

Seven years ago he was a happy boy. He'd enjoyed his family's travels in their constant circuiting
of the Forest---his father's rounds---his Curing Father, a priest of the gods of the constellation 
Pharoness.

Gods he didn't understand---gods that were strict, made his father sometimes angry, angry 
enough to strike him for what seemed no reason...

His father's Healings had the same strictures---delivered to his patients as cures:

"You have been filled with the Spirit of Nurellus. I strike you for your own good. Stand still and 
receive your Healing."

And, the people would stand there and let his father hit them and slap them and chant his Healing
words---full of anger at the opposing gods---calling them bad names---screeching his powerful 
chants; some of the people laughing as he struck them---laughing with praise in their hearts...

~~~

He woke sobbing---remembering the day he ran from his father, ran from his family, ran till he 
got lost...



He rose from the Forest floor, shuddering.

He ran from the memories, ran till he had no breath, ran out from the Boreal Forest to the Plains 
of Shiuala; kept running till he fell on the sandy soil, screaming in anguish---being attacked by 
the wrong remorse, the self-hating---watching the soil begin to bubble, the dirt become a pool of 
simmering glass flecked with black bits swirling like his horrific feelings...

~~~

He roamed the Plains---wandered in thirst and hunger---phantasies hovering, hallucinations 
swarming.

On the third day, one of the mirages came to life, walked towards him with arms extended in 
Greeting.

He was frozen to the spot---full of fear; also, full of hope...

The Living Mirage spoke:

"Have no fear. Be calm in the Grace of the One Who Heals."

There was nowhere to run, nothing left to feel, no thoughts to regret---his sense of self melting 
into the Love of that Face...

He spoke:

"Which of the gods are you?"

"I am the God of the gods, I am the One who Creates minds that go astray in their creation of 
warring gods."

"Please, oh please, save me from my agony!"

"Your waywardness was forgiven long before you arrived here; let that Forgiveness ascend."

The Mirage turned to Flame and disappeared...

~~~

He was approaching another Forest---perhaps the fabled Venulas?

He entered the shadows of the towering trees, felt the cooling breath of the ferns...

His wandering turned into nomadic ecstasy---lost in the wonder and cleansing of Redemption.



The Avatar and The Dragon

The people hoped Wurm was still asleep but they could feel the mountain tremble from his 
movements---do dragons dream?

The people feared his waking and interrupting over a thousand years of peace...

They all knew Wurm was dangerous---legends told of his fire-breathing, not to mention what one
swipe of his tail could do...

None had dared enter his lair in the mountain's bowels.

Still, there were more recent tales of his stirring but not waking, so folks began to ignore the 
tremors; also, they had something else to occupy their worries---that damned, purported Avatar...

He had declared his Mission last year but who could believe that Beluian, son of Beluis, common
citizen known to all, was a religious Avatar?

Certainly there were some who followed Him, lowly folk---those said to lack a soul by the 
Priests of Adion.

The Head Priest, Seuljas, had called a general Council and was seated in the Temple speaking to 
his acolytes:

"The Priests from Zelvan and Lessus will be arriving any time, be swift with your duties and 
well prepared to offer them obeisance!"

Szalas, the most devoted of Seuljas' acolytes, braved a comment:

"There have been recent converts in the merchant class to Beluian's evil cause. Should we 
prepare the boiling oil?"

"Excellent, Szalas! A demonstration of our holy protection of the Faith of Adion will aid in 
securing the allegiance of the visiting Priests."

~~~

The Council had finished its first meeting and adjourned to the central square of the city to watch
the immolation of the infidels.

The cloth merchant, Heson, the seed merchant Kesun, and the shipping merchant, Guliaz, were 
being led to the metal-lined pit which sputtered and fumed with its bubbling oil.

They all showed signs of torture---holy torture designed to save their souls and give them the 
chance to recant their belief in Beluian.



Obviously, none had recanted and Szalas shared his joy with the other clustered acolytes:

"They were doomed when they first accepted belief in Beluian's accursed ravings! Their souls 
were already dead or they would have recanted. God will bless us for consigning their bodies 
to---"

His last words were swallowed by the cheering of the people gathered for the holy event.

Some noticed that none of the merchants screamed as they were thrown into the boiling oil...

~~~

The second session of the Council had begun and Seuljas was presenting his plan for the 
eradication of the remainder of Beluian's followers:

"This false prophet is gaining too much ground, and swiftly. His lies are entrancing more of the 
upper class---even the senator, Mulophius, has succumbed."

His speech was interrupted by the arrival of a messenger---with a missive from Beluian.

Seuljas bade him read:

"Oh, Priests of Adion, Zelvan, and Lessus.

"This is a summons from your Lord and the Lord of your ancestors.

"I have come as your prophecies foretold and as you must witness.

"It is said in the Most Ancient Tablets---'He shall arise from among you and you shall kill His 
Friends with an evil heat'.

"Yet, ye are blind to how your own actions proclaim the truth of my Mission.

"It is not for God's servants to test His Messenger but I shall, in my Mercy, offer you a chance to 
redeem your pitiful existence.

"I shall submit to whatever Test of Holiness you can devise.

"If I meet the Test, you shall admit the Truth of my Cause.

"I will await your appearance at the hill of mourners."

There was profound silence...

Then, nervous stirrings...



Then, the Priests felt a tremor from the mountain...

Seuljas stood, with weak knees but a straight spine, and said:

"We will invoke the Ancient Forces! We will Conjure the end of this Pretender!!"

Vesion, the Head Priest of Lessus, stood and said:

"Seuljas, you ask us to invoke the Dark Forces---imperil our souls?"

"I ask for nothing but what this evil creature deserves. Let us unlock the scrolls in the Tomb of 
Secrets and prepare to defeat Beluian with Creatures of the Realm he has risen from !"

There was much fevered consultation...

There was a Decision.

~~~

Beluian was sitting on the hill of mourners in conversation with Szalas, Seuljas' chief acolyte.

They had been talking for the past hour, ever since Szalas had arrived with word of the Priests' 
Challenge.

Sazlas was in tears...

Beluian, in the kindest tone, said:

"Sazlas, have no fear. Your belief in my Cause has given you new Life."

"Beluian, they will arrive soon and unleash the most terrible of creatures against you---and, I 
shall be killed---I can in no wise go back on my realization of Your Truth..."

"We shall be together in My Highest Realms. Surely this can give you joy?"

Sazlas wiped his eyes, his face beaming with an effulgent smile.

The Priests were approaching the hill.

Sazlas walked down to meet them.

When he stood in front of them, he said:

"I greet you in the Name of Beluian. I adjure you to save your souls---from conjuring evil beasts 
as well as defiance against your Manifest Lord!"



The Priest, Seuljas, grabbed Sazlas by the neck and strangled him to death.

The other Priests took note that Sazlas gave no struggle...

Seuljas rallied the other Priests to their Task---each kneeling and intoning the Curses from the 
Ancient Scrolls...

Beluian stood on the hill with a smile---the smile of a father watching his children at play.

The Priests continued their chantings until two black clouds began to appear, one on each side of 
the hill.

One cloud began to resolve itself into the form of a giant ant which began to spit acid at 
Beluian...

The other cloud turned into a horned beast that charged up the hill and gored Beluian...

Beluian's skin was blistering and His side was spouting blood, yet He still stood and spoke in a 
thundering voice:

"Wurm! Come forth from your abode and slay these manifest Phantoms!"

The ground shook and a wind arose, soon followed by Wurm, beating his wings and breathing 
fire toward the hill.

Beluian still stood, untouched by the fire...

The giant ant released a stream of acid at Wurm.

Wurm's wings began to blister and he landed on the hill.

The horned beast charged Wurm, slashing his belly.

As the dragon bled out his life, he consumed the creatures with his flaming breath.

With his last bit of strength, he wobbled up to Beluian.

Beluian bathed in the dragon's blood, which healed the blisters from the ant and closed the 
wound from the beast.

Suddenly, Wurm disappeared with a blinding flash.

The Priests were running away in frenzied fear.

Beluian walked down the hill to Sazlas' lifeless body.



He kneeled and took up the body with exquisite tenderness.

He walked back up the hill; laid Sazlas' body on the ground; and, with His bare hands, dug a 
shallow grave.



The Barbarian’s Saving Grace

He was a foreigner in this country.

He was careful to stay to the fringes of the great cities.

Still, there were those who came across him---those from the cities, acting more important than 
they were---deigning to stop at one of the villages, near the great roads, where he mingled with 
the simple folk...

The people from the cities hated his differences---dark skin and blue eyes.

They hated his size---heads taller and well-muscled.

They hated when he spoke---words so different from the ones they spoke---yet, words the 
villagers could feel the meaning of...

Some of the cities' men would challenge him; though, of course, they would always lose.

He hated it when they persisted to the point where there was a need to kill them...

~~~

He was on a quest.

Sent to roam this country at a wizard's behest.

Given a rune stone to "guide him" said the wizard; though, he could see no way it guided---it 
could not find north, no one he met could read it, and he could not see any way it could serve as 
a key...

But, there had been times he had shown it and the person would react a certain way, look a 
certain direction, twitch with a certain pattern...

Over the years, he learned to remember these responses and used them to build a memory-map---
a place in his mind that he felt pointing this way and not that, leading that way and not this...

And, even though he had been wandering for nine years, he had no complaints to speak of.

~~~

The wizard had told him he would meet a griffin.

He didn't believe the wizard; but, he kept that to himself.

Griffins were made from imagination---lion bodies, eagle heads and wings...



Yet, the wizard had paid him with a pack full of gold pieces---to wander around with a rune stone
and find a griffin who would be in trouble...

He could not see how, even if there were a real griffin, it could ever need the help of someone 
like him.

He was very strong; but, an eagle-lion was certainly stronger...

~~~

So, the barbarian continued to roam; spending his gold wisely; living a carefree life; slowly 
learning to obey his memory-map; seeming, at times, to feel he was headed toward a certain 
destination; and, hardly ever having to kill a proud man with something to prove...

~~~

Half-way into the tenth year of his trek, he began to notice the rune stone getting warmer...

And, those he showed it to would react more strongly---all looking the same direction, all 
twitching exactly the same way...

His journey began to have some mysterious meaning, even if he never met a real griffin...

~~~

One day, when the sun was hotter than usual and the air was strange with a smell like death, he 
thought he saw a lion running along the crest of a hill.

But wait...

He is jumping off the cliff...

He is flying!

But... he looks to be lacking control...

The barbarian found himself running, at breakneck speed, to where he saw the griffin fall...

~~~

The further he ran the slower he got.

He began to cough and felt his breathing get stiff.

Just as he stumbled to the ground he reached a pit and saw the griffin down at the bottom, 



struggling to spread its wings in the cramped space.

He could hardly breath...

The griffin was screaming...

~~~

He passed out and fell into the pit.

As he rolled off the griffin's thrashing body, hitting bottom, the rune stone fell from his pouch.

It began to glow...

The griffin, near death, stared at the stone's symbol, began to utter a sound---piercing yet sweet...

It woke the barbarian.

He saw the griffin looking at his rune stone, he heard the griffin sounding its compelling call, and
realized the animal was saying what the rune meant...

~~~

The air began to smell clean.

The griffin plucked him up by his hair and clawed its way to the top of the pit.

He began to regain his strength, could breath easier...

He sat up and stared straight into those golden eyes---thought he could hear the griffin speak in 
his mind...

"You have saved the world. You will now be known as a Hero. I will be always ready to aid you. 
Prepare for a very hard life. Prepare for unbelievable adventure."

~~~~~~~~~

Of course, you have undoubtedly read the tales of the barbarian who tamed a griffin?

Of course, they are exciting.

Of course, they can't be true...



The Centaur's Quest

It was said to rival heaven.

It was also said to be non-existent.

People also believed the Centaur, Lesuun, came from this supra-heavenly, non-existent city, 
Bhiastan.

Lesuun himself felt fully real and found it hard to bear the awe and wonder the people projected 
when he appeared.

So, he tended to stay on the plateau near the sacred mountain, Thel.

The upper reaches of Thel were said to be the location of Bhiastan, the Eternal City.

Sometime during the year he first began rutting with the human horses, Lesuun started to think 
he should make a trek up the mountain and see if he could determine, first, if Bhiastan was there,
and then, if it was his place of birth---or, at least, origination...

But, before making such a perilous journey, he had to rouse a number of strong men to 
accompany him.

No one knew what was in the upper reaches of Thel---sounds and lights unaccountable happened
in those cloudy heights...

And, to convince these awful, fearing humans to help him, he had to perform a conjuration that 
gave them great benefit.

Lesuun had been able to conjure small things---rocks, lizards and such---since he was small and 
lost on the plateau.

Lost in space and time---not knowing whence he came or when; or, even who from...

He had only one human confidant, old Meslen, the herbalist.

~~~

Lesuun was just approaching the dilapidated dwelling when Meslen came out and hailed him 
with:

"Four legs! What a good time you choose to visit."

"Good time? Why is that, Meslen?"

"I've just finished a concoction for your heartache, you beast."



"Herbs will drive away my burning emptiness?"

"I believe so..."

"I have a mission in mind that may do the same."

"Oh?"

"A trek to Bhiastan..."

"Bhiastan? The imaginary city?"

"Perhaps as imaginary as me..."

"You do pose a problem when it comes to explanation."

"Is it not likely that my plateau's nearness to Thel may make the mountain my first home?"

"Have you ever ventured farther than the tree line?"

"No..."

"And, what of the sounds and lights? What if they are from other imaginary things that have an 
unexplained reality?"

"Legends are full of dangers that clearly thought-out action can dispel."

"And, what are your clear thoughts?"

"I will take a group of strong men, perhaps Bethum, Montu, Nesso, and Venti..."

"Strong, yes. But, I am the only person who trusts you, Lesuun."

"Yes, though if I conjure something the people need, something that is of great value to them, I 
may be trusted enough to entice those men to trek with me..."

"Perhaps..."

"I came to ask what you think would gain their appreciation."

"First, come in and drink my concoction, it may relieve you enough to make this trek 
unnecessary..."

"I doubt that, Meslen, but I will try your potion."



~~~

Lesuun drank the brew, passed out for a time, and revived feeling strange.

"How to you feel, Lesuun?"

"Like I just rutted with that brown filly called Noam..."

"Hmmm..."

"What's that word you use, languid?"

"Ah, yes, but how is your spirit?"

"I do feel a bit more hopeful..."

"Good, good! You must take some each day. I do so hope you can be more at peace."

"I will follow your wishes, Meslen, but what can I conjure that the people will treasure?"

"Perhaps a new plant... One that grows swiftly and produces a fruit with healing properties?"

"I can only conjure what I've seen, Meslen. You want me to conjure what the people already 
posses?"

"No, something they don't yet have."

"Well, can you describe it, make it seem real to me, draw what it looks like?"

"Yes, and I will share what I know of the healing fruits we have---give you a hint of what they do
in the body..."

~~~

Meslen described and drew and showed Lesuun plants that might resemble what he desired---a 
plant that banished fear.

After twenty or so conjuration attempts, Meslen said:

"This may be it. Wait here."

Meslen went to the dwelling of a family that had more than the normal amount of fear that 
dogged the people.

He shared some of the fruit and engaged in conversation, bringing up topics that scared 
everyone.



~~~

Lesuun had done it and Meslen carried the news far and wide.

People began to approach Lesuun with questions---the most common being if their horses would 
birth foals like him...

Most were still too afraid to get near him, even the men he wanted for his trek.

Meslen was sharing the new fruit with those most afraid, urging Bethum, Montu, Nesso, and 
Venti to eat two apiece.

As evening fell, there were about a hundred folk gathered around Lesuun, including the four he 
wanted for his trek.

Meslen sidled close to his friend and said:

"Even though I still think your quest will be without issue, now is the time to announce it."

~~~

The next morning, when they had reached the plateau, Lesuun bade his men halt and eat more of 
the fear-dispelling fruit.

He took a sip from the pouch carrying Meslen's potion.

Then, on they went, reaching a point just a bit past the tree line by late afternoon.

They rested, ate more fruit, then continued toward the mysterious sounds and lights...

~~~

As the sun was setting and, right after they'd negotiated a precipitous, curving traverse of loose 
stones and reached a hidden lake, they stopped dead at the sight of a gargantuan spider, glowing 
iridescently in the rays of the sun.

Montu was first to speak---quietly:

"This creature explains some of the lights..."

Bethum added:

"Is it asleep?"

Nesso, said:



"There are enough stones back there and enough of us to either kill it or chase it away..."

Venti opened his mouth to speak and the spider said:

"None may pass but the four-footed creature."

Stunned they were but Lesuun said:

"Why may I pass?"

"You are the one they wait for."

"Who waits?"

"Creatures like you..."

~~~

Lesuun went higher.

The four men returned.

The people waited but, for many years, there was no return of Lesuun.

The men had even ascended Thel again, spoke to the spider.

All it had said was:

"What you believe to be real does not include me or the creature I let pass.

"Go.

"Live in your small and comfortable world..."



The Holy Man and The Evil One

It seemed he had been with them forever.

The Holy Man was with the people of the forest but not of them.

He had arrived in the memory of the Elders but was much older.

He tended to their ills and, sometimes, gave wise advice; but, most imagined he had wider 
powers.

~~~

The people of the forest had, many times, tried to elevate the Holy Man to the station of Ruler 
but he had consistently refused.

They were guided and maintained their organized life through the decisions of an elected group 
of Elders.

~~~

Sometime after the ninth recorded sighting of the conjunction of Isfer with Aknam, one of the 
men began training a raptor.

He had discovered it lying wounded and nursed it to health.

He had received many wounds from the bird but had, eventually, dominated it to the point where 
it did his bidding---hunting for him and even threatening others for him...

~~~

The Elder's Council had warned him that he was acting against Nature; and, when one of their 
meetings with him had been disrupted by the raptor's repeated threatening swoops, they went to 
the Holy Man.

~~~

The Elders approached the hut while the raptor continued its diving threats.

The Holy Man came out of the hut and the bird flew off...

The most ancient Elder, Smerzan, addressed the more ancient Holy Man.

“Versuln, we came to you for your wise guidance yet your appearance has sent our problem 
away.”



The Holy Man chuckled and said: “Smerzan, the problem is not the bird. It is the Evil One who 
has dominated its Spirit.”

“Belrun is not evil, Versuln, he is just consumed with himself.”

“And, what has consumed him, Smerzan, if not the Evil One?”

“The Evil One is not part of one of the people.”

“Smerzan, you know I am much older than you and have traveled from remote lands.”

“I do...”

“I have watched many peoples, seen the ways they follow, noticed a new Phenomenon that 
permits what you call the Evil One to merge with the minds of certain kinds of people.”

“How can a Force like the Evil One merge with a person?”

“All Forces can merge with people but most people have never noticed...”

~~~

The Elders sat with the Holy Man for many hours.

They learned that he had much more knowledge than any had even imagined.

He educated the Elders in the complexities of the mind.

He made them aware of the Phenomenon he had observed---the new Power that was growing in 
peoples from many different lands---he called it Esteem of Self.

He instructed them in the progressive development of all Peoples---an Evolution of abilities that 
would bring great rewards as well as grievous tests.

~~~

As the moon rose, Versuln, concluded his session with the Elders:

“Belrun is a special person---you will notice more such people as your children grow.

“His specialness is the ability to think things that others have never imagined---he is a Creative 
and he needs your love to help him devote his singular abilities toward the improvement of the 
people, not centering them on his own desires.”

~~~



Versuln stayed with the people for many more years---helped them with the new Creatives.

Then, one day, when Isfer and Aknam had once again reached conjunction, he called the Elders 
to him.

“I must go from you now.

“You will develop as a people---achieve success and failure---attain new heights as well as 
discover dangerous depths.

“Be patient with those who abuse the Forces they discover---love them with a mighty love.

“Others like me will come to your people when your failures have overbalanced your successes.”

Then, the Holy Man vanished...



The Insane Astrologer

The World was in trouble.

At least according to Maslestes.

He walked out of his hut and gazed at the heavens.

He walked back in and adjusted the spheres, yet again.

<i>No doubt. There is no doubt... No one will believe me...

He placed his planetary apparatus on its shelf and remembered the view through his lenses.

<i>If it were not for the Oracle Writings, I would doubt my eyes...

He resolved to go to the Palace and inform the King.

~~~

King Aclez was shooing his concubines away as Maslestes entered.

"My trusted astrologer, what have you discovered in the months you have been absent in that 
rude hut on the Olentus Plain?"

"My King. I have supremely disturbing news..."

"Before the mid-day meal? Shall we have a tankard of the new wine before you reveal this 
news?"

"We all may want to consume unlimited tankards..."

"You do truly seem disturbed, Maslestes..."

"I have repeated my observations twenty times as well as reading the Oracle Writings till my 
eyes blurred..."

"And..."

"The World is in grave trouble..."

"Maslestes, come out with your news or begone. I interrupted my amusements for this 
audience!"

"My Dear King... You are aware of the scrolls in the Oracle Writings that refer to the Sky Gods' 
War?"



"Maslestes! We sat together long ago and consulted about those scrolls! If you don't come out 
with your worries immediately, I will throw you in the dungeon!!"

Maslestes gulped a breath and said:

"It relates to the flash of light the travelling merchants reported last season. I have confirmed that
Venus and Mars have altered their paths and are at War..."

"As they have been forever. As some of my concubines attempt with me; but, good gods, why 
make such fuss, Maslestes? Would you like to borrow two or three of my lovelies?"

"Oh, my King, I speak hard truth. I have seen strings of light passing between Venus and Mars. I 
have observed their paths through the heavens changing for ten years but not mentioned it... The 
Gods and Goddesses do what they will... But, the Oracles clearly state, 'When Venus and Mars 
exchange their light, Beware!' We must heed the Warning and remove ourselves to the Caves of 
Teluran!"

"Begone, Maslestes!"

~~~

Maslestes was banished from his apartments in the Palace.

He lived in his hut for the next five years and only saw the daughters of his friend, Yusel, as they 
brought him food each day.

He did not speak to them.

Yusel had visited a few times but finally stopped coming to the hut.

He remembered Yusel's words as he left: "Maslestes, you are insane but I love you. My daughters
will continue to bring food and I will pray the Gods you are healed."

He checked his latest calculations.

<i>No doubt... They are approaching and at increasing speed...

~~~

After a few years, people finally began to notice the new phenomenon in the sky---two of the 
God Stars had the most entrancing streams of light playing between them.

Some folk had visited Maslestes but he would speak to no one...

~~~



Maslestes packed up his scrolls and went to the Caves of Teluran.

Yusel's daughters tracked him down and brought him food.

Eventually, Yusel arrived at the Caves.

"Maslestes?"

"I am here..."

Yusel could not see his friend but said:

"I am worried, Maslestes. Do you still inhabit your body? Is your soul still with us?"

"I am sane, my dear friend, but no one else is seeing clearly. The light streams between Venus 
and Mars are beautiful but deadly. The Lovers are at War and are approaching our World, more 
swiftly each day..."

"Wh--- What will happen?"

"Flames of light will engulf our World. Most of us will die..."

"What can we do?!"

"If you are sane, you will come live in the Caves and you will try to convince others..."

~~~

It took another year for Venus and Mars to come near enough so people could see their bodies 
and not just their light.

The flames between their bodies were bright enough to add a glow to the Moon's luminance and 
could be dimly seen even in full daylight.

Yusel and his family had moved to the Caves, as well as five other families.

The King had ordered his merchants to obtain one thousand casks of wine from Peluin.

~~~

The Lovers had approached the World closely, then retreated.

Terrible bolts of lightning had scorched the World, leaving supreme destruction.

The people in the Caves of Teluran were pondering how to coax the earth back to life...



The Island War

The Island was home to around 50,000 people---place of temperate weather---land of great 
fertility.

There were two smaller islands close-by---thirty minutes boat-trip-near---one rich in iron ore, to 
the North---one supplying an abundance of wood from many tree species, to the South.

Of course, all three islands were merely the tops of undersea mountains.

Life was easy on the main island but, naturally, there were the normal crises of occasional ill-
health, the rare report of thievery (usually by an over-active youth), and, once in a great while, a 
physical accident that led to premature death---most folks dying in their sleep somewhere in their
nineties.

Travel was by foot, though the roads and paths were all smooth and bordered by perennial 
flowers.

The social order was maintained by a loose Confederation of heads of families, some male, some
female, varying in membership from 50 to 75 people, chosen at an annual gathering called 
Founders Day; though, the stories of the Founders had been nearly forgotten.

This particular Founders Day still had its archaic representations of Magura and Melophe---two 
of the oldest people, painted-up and dressed in ludicrous costume---ancient gods that were said 
to have called the Founders to the Island.

After the festivities reached a low ebb, Delmar stood up on the Founders Rock and hailed 
attention, claiming an important message---his words being carried to the farthest revelers by an 
invention of his own making---the wooden bowl called Booster.

"I bring you news of a device sure to establish greater productivity of our crops. I need 
agreement of the Confederation to increase mining of metal to produce what I call the 
Equalizer---making seed planting by hand a thing of the past."

A woman near him raised her voice with: "Do you propose we eliminate the ways of Melophe 
and anger Magura?"

Delmar chuckled and many in the crowd echoed him. He responded:

"Surely, if we can plant more seed faster and even on land we have ignored in the past, we will 
still be following the Melophe tradition, trading our hands for the hands of the Equalizer. And, I 
just spoke with Magura. He says he's very willing to let us take more metal ore."

Many in the crowd burst into frenzied laughter.

The one who had questioned Delmar waited patiently till the uproar stopped, then, as she began 



to walk away, shouted, "When the gods curse us, I hope I'm dead!"

~~~

Melophe stirred within her undersea Mountain. She reached out to Magura with the question: 
"Why have you upset the balance?"

"There will be a new balance."

"There is danger in acceding to some of their wishes; or, have you planted this wish in the mind 
of Delmar?"

"What if I did?"

"I caution you, Magura, do not upset our balance."

"I caution you, Melophe, adjust to a new balance."

~~~

The meeting of the Confederation to consider Delmar's new invention had more than its share of 
discussion, spurred on by the oldest members.

After a particularly heated phase of disagreements, Delmar requested their attention. It took ten 
minutes for them to agree to let him speak:

"My dear friends, I completely understand why some of you hesitate to agree to my plans. Old 
myths die hard and, before some of you start another argument, let me say I find value in some of
our traditions."

There was a low rumble of comment.

"We must remember that the Rituals of Melophe have served us well, keeping us aware of the 
preciousness of our great good fortune to be living on land so willing to yield abundantly. All my
invention will do is to permit a yet greater harvest, some of which can be stored in large sheds to 
help us even-out the somewhat slower seasons, letting us consume more, giving us greater 
strength, assuring us that we will never face a time like the one portrayed in our Myths---
starvation induced by disagreements..."

After a slightly less energetic round of discussion, the Confederation reached a majority of 
yeas---those who still disagreed leaving abruptly.

~~~

Melophe stirred again, causing tremors in her mountain, sending the lumber workers scurrying 
for their boats.



"Magura, how dare you!"

"What now, sweet Melophe?"

"You influenced the vote on Delmar's invention!"

"I did?"

"There is no doubt, I sensed dark thoughts in some minds of the Confederation---wishes for the 
death of those who support maintaining my Rituals."

"And, what of my rituals?"

"You have no rituals with the people---it is our Agreement---Rituals for me and Impulses from 
you."

"Correct. Delmar is merely acting out one of my Impulses..."

"An Impulse that will negate one of my Rituals!"

"So, give them a new Ritual. But make it a strong one because I am demanding from them a new
Ritual---dedicated to Me!"

"You sunder our Agreement...?"

"I strongly propose a new Agreement..."

"I have no recourse but to influence one of them as you have influenced Delmar."

~~~

The woman who stood up to Delmar on Founders Day, Selkur, was wakened by the force of a 
dream. She hurried to her desk to write down the words she'd heard Melophe speak:

<i>Insects will breed agressively.

There will be rot in the crops.

Delmar must be restrained and his invention destroyed.

My ways and the ways of Magura must remain in balance.

Warn the people!</i>

~~~



Selkur took her mission very seriously. Only a few of the oldest islanders gave her full attention; 
yet, even they cautioned her against opposing Delmar.

Most folks laughed at the "predictions" she posted in every public building.

Laughed until they began to notice a few more insects than normal.

Still, they chuckled when she passed them, a scowl of determination on her face.

~~~

When the rotting of crops still in the ground began, Selkur petitioned the Confederation for an 
open debate between her and Delmar.

They refused.

~~~

The very next year was the saddest in the history of the island.

Twenty percent of the people died...

~~~

Delmar had never had a dream till the night of the celebration of Melophe's Miracle---an ancient 
Ritual practiced by only the very oldest members of the island society.

It was a dream of chaos---insects eating his body.

He woke in sweat-soaked sheets, rose to find Selkur staring at him through his window.

He screamed: "Vanish, you witch! Leave me in peace!!"

Selkur slowly retreated...

~~~

Magura imperiously contacted Melophe:

"I shall put an end to your rebellion!"

"My rebellion? You are the one who started this war..."

"You are the one who is causing the people to die!"



"They are only people..."

~~~

Selkur now had many of the folk in her cause.

Some were brave enough to ruin some of the metal Equalizers in the fields.

This led to supporters of Delmar searching them out and killing them.

There was nothing the Conferation could do to stop the mayhem---both sides of the struggle 
taking revenge for the latest insult from the other side.

The day finally came when the last islander found themselves at the center of the island.

They sat on a rock---mourned the passing of the people---cried themselves to death...

~~~

At the moment the last islander's soul ascended, Melophe and Magura winked out of existence.



The Merfolk’s Dilemma

The Merfolk were a generally happy people until they discovered their Great Problem.

Mysterious poisons from unknown parts across the ocean were killing the coral of their 
habitations---their homes, in the cliffs below the shelf off the shore of the island, were 
decomposing.

None were yet sick from the poisons but all felt strange sensations...

Their Shaman was away on a Spiritual Exploration and their leader, Sheiwan, had called a 
General Consultation.

The playful stragglers had finally arrived and all were silent.

Sheiwan began the Consultation with their Most Powerful Prayer:

"Lord of Grandeur.

"Most Powerful, Most Forgiving Lord.

"We bring Thee our Perplexity.

"We ask for Thy Most Great Inspiration.

"Bless our Consultation and, if it be Thy Will, enable us to discover the Path Thou wouldst have 
us take.

"We pray this in Thy Greatest Name.

"So Let It Be..."

There was not a ripple of movement.

All were wrapt in devotion.

Sheiwan began to utter the subsonic Most Holy Ululation that set them all to adding their own 
heart-felt, wave-inducing propitiations.

The undercurrents swirled out from their Gathering and, eventually, reached the Shaman, Roalan.

He set his course for Home immediately.

~~~

The Consultation was into its second day when Roalan arrived---arrived in great pain...



Sheiwan went to him:

"Roalan, I fear you come from where the poisons are strong."

"Yes, my Lady, I never reached the Place of Noesis. I lingered in the poison stream to acquire 
knowledge of its properties."

"Your perceptions, Sir?"

"We have little time. The currents carrying the poisons have merged, to our detriment. I must 
prepare my adepts for a treacherous mission..."

"I will leave you to your work and instruct our Family to maintain their prayers and 
supplications. I await your Counsel."

~~~

Roalan was with his three adepts:

"You have never embarked on a quest such as this.

"You can have no preparation but utter devotion to our Family and consummate courage.

"I send you across the island to the mountain.

"I send you to your deaths...

"You will swim through the river to the lake under the mountain.

"You will use the Most Holy Ululation to induce powerful riptides in the lake.

"You will continue until the mountain crumbles around you.

"And, you will meet The Most Great Lord in the World of Light."

~~~

The Plan was simple, though three had to perish to accomplish it.

The Merfolk swam to the depths of the ocean, beyond the island's underwater shelf, beyond any 
person's previous travels---except for, perhaps, the Shaman.

The Plan unfolded.

The adepts began their trio of Most Holy Ululations.



The riptides roared.

The mountain shook violently, then fell in on itself.

A ring of rogue waves surged.

~~~

Oceanographic instruments on the shores of the continents sensed the waves.

Warnings went out and coastal cities prepared for an incursion estimated to cause no severe 
damage except from, possibly, bore tides sweeping up a few rivers.

When it was over, a radio station in a major city broadcast this message:

"An island in the very middle of the Great Ocean has disappeared. For unknown reasons, its 
mountain collapsed into the sea and set up the powerful wave-action that, thankfully, has only 
slightly injured three people."

~~~

Days later, the poisons the Merfolk had escaped were concentrating along the coasts of the 
continents---the industrial poisons that had been generated by the people on the continents and 
spewed into the ocean for years...



The Minotaur's Maze

People called me a Minotaur, but that is only because I had the head and tail of a bull... Minotaur

I was really nothing like the Myth---well, not really...

I will share what Lie Swallower has written of it...

~~~~~~~~~

There was a family in the Gagieo Valley with many children---twenty at last count.

Most folk called the family Kin.

Then, there was Kith---all of Kin's so-called acquaintances and friends.

Kith became jealous of Kin---jealous of all the children, some say...

My name is Cleudiona but people call me Lie Swallower, ever since my friend Xiethan had the 
God of Throble give him the head and tail of a bull---

Well, let me start more toward the beginning by sharing some of the reports of our local Scribe...

~~~~~~~~~

~ 5th of Selvan

Kith has claimed there is a monster roaming in the woods of Sarjei.

Kith has also claimed this monster has the head and tail of a bull.

I will be attempting to look into the matter.

~ 10th of Selvan

I have not been harmed.

It is true that a creature with the head and tail of a bull is in the Sarjei woods.

I saw it but did not stay long.

It seemed to be crying...

~ 21st of Selvan

It is true.



Kin has sent their eldest child into the woods---into the deepest part---the Maze of Threl.

Kith has claimed the child has been eaten by the creature.

I did enter the woods again but nearly lost my way at the entrance to Threl.

I am not sure how to validate the claim of Kith.

~~~~~~~~~

This is Lie Swallower again.

Right after that last report by our Scribe, people began to call my friend, Xiethan, the Minotaur.

Naturally, this made the fear of folks climb to a peak.

Kith tried to call on the King of distant Buisonmai to send troops to kill the Minotaur.

The King refused.

Kin would not talk to anyone and they sent another child into the Maze...

~~~

I must go even further back in time...

My friend, Xiethan, was a first cousin of the father of Kin.

They both had a high degree of what I can only call Spirit.

Not the spirits of the idols that Kith sell---some real power that can not be seen but will be felt by
folk who are sincere of heart...

About a year ago, Kin's father sent Xiethan on a mission to the Throble mountains.

This was when Kith were still accounted as friends and acquaintances of Kin.

Yes, it is true that Kin's father scared Kith---they could not understand why but I think it was 
because of his Spirit...

Yet, they acted like all was well---until Xiethan went to the mountains.

It was all so confusing...

Kith began to put some of their larger idols around the home of Kin.



People began to avoid dealing with Kin.

Kin's father announced that the departure of Xiethan was a solution for the problem.

Now, two of the Kin children are in the Maze and a third has just left to join them...

~~~

I had to interrupt my tale to make a venture into the Maze...

Some of Kith had surrounded the Maze and it took me nearly a full day to slip in unnoticed---
they clearly wanted to harm me...

I am now back and must admit I still can't understand what is happening...

I visited with Xiethan and the children of Kin.

All were well, though Xiethan is not what he used to be---not only because of the bull's head and
tail...

The children are just fine---happier than I have ever seen them.

~~~

Sorry, another interruption---I had to rally a few of our stronger men to protect Kin---Kith is 
becoming completely unmanageable!

Oh, twelve more of Kin's children are in the Maze...

I will return as soon as possible.........

~~~~~~~~~

This is Xiethan.

My dear friend, Cleudiona, called Lie Swallower, is dead...

My normal body has returned but I am a very confused man...

The children are all safe...

The children are full of Spirit...

I was merely a Pathway for the Spirit of the God of Throble...



Almost all of Kith is dead...

Some from insanity, some from attempting to kill others, some from becoming lost in the Maze...

Cleudiona died while protecting me and the children from Kith...

My cousin, Kin's father, has been trying to explain what has happened...

Some of it makes sense, most of it seems extremely unreal...

I trusted him when he sent me to the mountains...

I still trust him...

He says it is the working of Spirit...

He says the God of Throble had decided there needed to be more people with Spirit and Kin's 
children were the ones best able to handle it...

All I did was sit there, mostly crying...

The children would come to me, touch my head, and declare they were of a new Mind...

I don't know...

I feel it all may be just a Myth.........



The Mountain Wizard

The mountains were wide and ranging, one peak in particular experienced as awesome---nearest 
to the city, dominating the landscape.

The People called it the home of the Tongue of Lightning.

The storm was born in those mountains, nurtured in its valleys, and released its mature fury 
down the slope of the home of the Tongue of Lightning---the city being caught in its horrible 
grip.

None had seen a storm of such ferocity---streets flooded, head-high---shops ruined---park lands 
scoured to the base rock.

There had been a series of storms in the months preceding but none of the Elite scientists 
expected this savage monster...

The People said the Tongue of Lightning had sent the storm as a warning.

The Elite in the city had informed the People about the truth of the matter---Wizards are 
Fantasy---storms are natural phenomena, scientifically measurable occurrences of atmospheric 
variables.

So, why, the people asked, did the Elite meteorologists not predict this craven usurper of 
normality---why had the experts predicted a lessening of the stormy episodes?

Why had this last storm ripped buildings to shreds and not killed a single person?

The Elite proclaimed wonder at the lack of deaths, attributed it to statistical variations in people's
behavior that had meshed in just the right way.

The People knew better---the Acolytes had warned them, instructed them in methods to save 
their lives, even though their livelihoods had been nearly wiped out of existence.

The Acolytes also had contact with the Tongue of Lightning---met with him in the mountains---
learned from him what they then, secretly, taught the People.

~~~

He didn't particularly like the appellation Tongue of Lightning---he was just a man...

A man who had been part of the Elite, arranged for his own "death", paid to have a public 
memorial service, was already in the mountains when the service was conducted.

It had taken him twenty years to make his irrevocable decision---withdraw and fight the Elite---
empower the People.



Perhaps they could be saved with a living Myth---their latent powers of reason having been 
stunted by the reign of the Elite.

The man had one friend who helped him find his Acolytes---one woman who could still be 
rational yet play to the People's superstitions---a woman who also had "died" yet decided to 
travel to another country to pursue her life of freedom.

There were nineteen Acolytes---people of good will and lively belief in the powers of the Tongue
of Lightning.

They learned from their Wizard and devotedly instructed the people in calm, patience, and 
silence---letting them know there was a Plan for their Salvation---a way to escape the strangle-
hold of the Elite...

The man had lived in the mountains for nine years---years of calculation, planning, and 
preparation.

With the help of his Acolytes, he'd obtained all the materials needed to seed the mountains with 
equipment designed to store some of the electromagnetic energy of passing storms, each bout of 
severe weather adding to the hidden reserve of power.

He cursed the Elite for their subjugation of the People but was grateful for the beginnings of his 
scientific training that the society had afforded him.

The beginning of his doubts came when he'd been ordered to stop certain of his investigations---
methods for utilizing the energy of sunlight to power the electric grid, having other scientists go 
so far as to publicly denounce his findings as "bad science"---unsupportable hypotheses that 
could never be actualized.

The other scientists worked for businesses that provided electric power from methane produced 
by animals. Animals that were raised in massive herds---herds cruelly penned-in to capture their 
natural release of methane---herds which also provided a staple of the society's diet.

He'd stopped his research and started his plans for saving his People from the ignorant and 
greedy Elite.

~~~

The Chairman of the Board sat in his office dealing with the reports of damage and sending 
proclamations out to the People about the plans for reconstruction.

He silently thanked fate for the foresight of his scientists---those who recommended the 
headquarters of the Elite be constructed to withstand storms like the one just passed.

He finished his sending of proclamations and spoke to the woman seated on the other side of his 



desk:

"This is a wonderful opportunity."

"It is?"

"Use your brain---we promise them reconstruction and plead for their understanding as we 
enforce stricter laws for their protection during this time of crisis..."

"Have you seen the handouts with the predictions from the Tongue of Lightning?"

"I don't have time for such drivel."

"He predicted you'd enforce new laws, said the People may not have died from the storm but 
would from the new laws..."

"So some crank in the mountains says things---does he have any power?"

"He certainly has a following..."

"Well, those followers can learn another lesson in Reality---make a note for a meeting with my 
legal staff. We need a few hundred arrests, perhaps a few executions to curb this desire for 
salvation from a demented charlatan."

~~~

The man sat in his cave---the one no one else entered---what his Acolytes called the Holy Place.

He opened his wooden refrigerator and grabbed a clay pot of cold tea---poured some into a glass,
a gift from his Acolytes---one of the gifts they gave him in adoration. Other gifts were those he 
requested, across the years---gifts that had permitted his creation of the means for the salvation 
of his People.

He sipped and pondered:

Almost time...

Acolytes well along in preparing livable spaces...

Equipment ready...

Need to firm-up plans for evacuation...

~~~

The Chairman publicly denounced the Tongue of Lightning, expressed his extreme reluctance at 



carrying out the lawful execution of certain individuals who had spread dangerous rumors 
concerning the purported wizard's plan for their salvation---had a group of distinguished 
scientific advisors speak to the impossiblility of worse storms---the scientific proof that better 
weather was assured by the cycles of nature.

~~~

The man readied his scientifically-created generators---prepared to cause worse storms---
announced to his Acolytes the Time of The End.

~~~

The Chairman relayed his order to the Elite---any defectors to the People's cause would be 
publicly executed.

The Acolytes relayed their orders to the People---lay low and mentally rehearse the evasion 
procedures.

~~~

The first three storms unleashed by the Tongue of Lightning were bad but not devastating---just 
powerful enough to keep the minions of the Elite busy with flood-diversions and protection of 
Elite buildings.

The final storm, occurring after the People had escaped the city, drove every member of the 
Elite, along with their aides, into the Central Headquarters---corralled them into the only safe 
building left---left them to isolated survival...

~~~

The People settled in their new, most-primitive homes---joyous and free.

The Elite survived the storm but had to subsist, as best they could, in their Central 
Headquarters---penned-up and defeated.

The Tongue of Lightning prepared for his most arduous task---educating the People in the Way 
of Truth---slowly and painstakingly disabusing them of their superstitions and leading them 
toward a new life---eventually revealing to them that, apart from his knowledge, he was just like 
them...



The Mythological War

They arrived at the island in high spirits.

Trevor and Megan had won the national Name The New Flavorific Cereal Contest.

Their prize was this all-expense-paid, week-long vacation on Grand Muse Island.

As they left the boat and began their walk down the gorgeous path leading to the area where 
they'd stay, Megan stopped Trevor with:

"You be the minotaur and I'll be the sphinx!"

"What?"

"You're the bull-headed one and I like the way that little sphinx is looking at you; so, since I love
you, I'll be your sphinx and you'll be my minotaur."

"Megan, Megan... your imagination..."

"Yep, and you love it, right?"

"I can stand it..."

Trevor was smiling as he stopped to look at the minotaur, giving Megan a quick hug.

"Well, Meg, I am pretty horny right now..."

"Hmmm... Now the little sphinx looks like she's a bit upset..."

"Upset?"

"Well, the minotaur is in sort of a ready to fight pose..."

"Yeah, and that little sweet sphinx looks fiery angry..."

"Wow, fiery angry. Trev's gone all poetic on me..."

Another, longer hug---a lingering kiss---a languid walk to the bungalow...

~~~

The next morning they made a point of spending time at the lake shore, soaking up the sun, and 
having their feelings subdued by the half-ring of mountains.

"Think there're any sphinxes in those mountains, Trev?



"Sure..."

"Think they can make minotaurs do their bidding?

"Sure..."

"Trevor?"

"Hmmm..."

"What are you brooding about?"

"Thinking about us..."

"We make you brood?"

"Ya know, Meg, I think I am that minotaur---muscling my way up a mountain of work issues..."

"So... that's you... You said you were brooding about us."

"Yeah, and you're the sphinx lady, flying around in those fantasy worlds in your books..."

"So, what's to brood about?"

"We're so different..."

"Different is good, no? I help you rise above your work and you help me work through the times 
I just want to be anything but a writer."

"Is that enough?"

"Enough for what?"

"We've been married for three years now..."

"I'm glad you can count..."

"Can we keep it working?"

"Trevor, you're doubting our marriage?"

"So many people start out happy and just wear out being together..."

Megan stood up and walked back to the bungalow.



~~~

Trevor woke up on the couch.

He made his way to the kitchen nook and began cooking breakfast.

Megan woke to the smells and shouted:

"I didn't tell you to sleep on the couch!"

No words from Trevor, just cooking sounds...

~~~

Later, after Trevor had left the breakfast on the table and walked out of the bungalow, he returned
with flowers in his hand.

Megan wasn't there...

~~~

That evening, Trevor answered a knock on the door.

"Megan, where were you?"

"Hi, I'm your local sphinx and I wanted you to know that if you don't grow some wings, I'm 
leaving you."

She walked off...

~~~

The next morning, Megan returned to the bungalow but Trevor wasn't there...

She walked back to the lake, where she'd spent the night.

There was Trevor.

"Megan, I don't know what you want..."

"Well, Mr. Minotaur, it's pretty simple---decide if you can stand a woman with wings."

"Stand you? I love you!"

"In your bull-headed fashion..."



Megan walked away.

~~~

Later that evening, Trevor returned to the bungalow, quite drunk.

He walked in and saw a note on the table:

There once was a minotaur who said he loved a sphinx.

The sphinx loved him, too.

But, the minotaur was so bull-headed he thought he was boring.

So, the sphinx decided she would fly to the mountains...

~~~

As he struggled up yet another path, he began to realize he'd never find her this way.

<i>Alert the authorities?

<i>Wait back at the bungalow?

He struggled on...

~~~

As the sun rose, Trevor stopped and slumped against the rock wall.

Megan appeared from around a turn in the path and said:

"I was hiding by the bungalow and followed you up here..."

"You scared the shit out of me!"

"Good! So, what's your decision?"

"Decision?!"

"You want to stay married or not?"

"Who said I didn't?"

"You did."



"When?!"

Megan walked away...

~~~

Years later...

The little boy said:

"Mommy, when will daddy come home?"

Megan rose from her writing desk and said:

"As soon as I finish writing this little sphinx story, dear..."



The People's Dilemma

The Healer prayed to the Mighty Spirit.

The people wandered the lanes of the town, confounded in their souls.

There were the Mountain-folk and the Forest-folk; and, the Healer between...

Both Folk had founded the town---miracle of cooperation---yet, they now knew not how to 
communicate...

The Healer called a gathering of the wisest of each Folk, began with an invocation:

“Oh, Most Mighty Spirit, give us Thy Guidance.

“Resolve our Confusions.

“Display Thy Mercy.

“Remove this Misapprehension.”

The wisest of the Mountain-folk stared at the wisest of the Forest-folk---neither knowing what to
say...

The Healer ask the oldest of the wise to speak their minds.

None knew how to communicate their thoughts...

The Healer brought forth two crystals---handed one to each of the Ancients, Mountain-Seer and 
Forest-Oracle.

The Healer mimed that they should blow on the crystals then exchange them.

This they did...

They stood, silent...

The Healer retrieved the sparkling stones, handed each Ancient the other's crystal.

The Mountain-Seer opened her mouth and heard a word come from the Forest-Oracle.

The Forest-Oracle opened his mouth and heard the same word issue from the Mountain-Seer.

The word was Acceptance...

The Seer and the Oracle wept as they embraced.



Then began the earnest Talks---the  sharing of the oldest Stories---the work to find common 
ground.

None knew, neither the Healer, the Seer, nor the Oracle, none of the other folk, yet knew the 
Words, True Civilization.

Their descendants, for ages, struggled to learn the Words, learn their deepest Meaning...

People learned words that could lead to True Civilization, then forgot what they knew.

Over and over, they learned, then forgot.

Over and over, they forgot, then fought.

Histories were written but none contained the Story of The People's Dilemma---none 
remembered the miracle of the crystalline exchange of Acceptance.........



The Plot Thickens

I am the words you're reading---my name is Story and I'm in a bind...

It feels like I'm on an island with just enough space to walk in a small circle.

All directions seem the same...

In fact, there are too many directions I can take---one huge swarm of ways to proceed, each 
buzzing in my ear, each promising---something...

Then there are the things below the tiny hut I have---scritching around, gnawing at my nerves...

I think I'll take a swim.

But...

Those fish seem so big...

Can't just stand here---can't not move forward.........

Damn !

I'll die if I don't do something !!

O.K., o.k., calm down.

There's water, sand...

Wood ! The hut !

Tear it down with my bare hands !?

~~~

Hours later I lay on the sand, a heap of exhaustion with a pile of wood next to me.

Nails but no hammer...

No rope...

What's that?

Crawling up out of the sand where the hut was...

Like a rat---two now, three...



I grab the largest board in the stack and start whacking away, killing ten of whatever the hell they
are.

Long with large, horny heads...

They seem to be stiffening up, losing their hair---look almost like a bunch of organic hammers...

Damn !

~~~

Didn't take that long to get the nails out of the boards with my horrific little hammers but each of
the ten only lasted a short while---they're all smashed to pulp, stinking something awful...

Wait------what? More sand?

Looks like my little island has grown into a narrow peninsula.

But peninsulas connect to larger landmasses...

Don't see any such thing.

~~~

After a longer walk than I first thought it would take, I find the mainland... Need a nap...

~~~

I wake in the middle of the night.

No moon.

Plenty of weird sounds...

Is that a light over there?

Pulsing...

I head towards it and the frequency seems to begin matching the pace of my walking.

I walk faster.

The light pulses faster.

I reach the light and it engulfs me---my mind churns, my skin crawls...



I pass out.

~~~

Daylight.

I'm lying on the grass at the edge of a small village.

Someone's approaching...

Man in a business suit !?

I sit up as he reaches me.

He says, "What are you doing here?"

"I don't know..."

"What's your name?"

"Story..."

"You sure?"

"Yes---why?"

"That's my name, too..."

~~~

We talk for hours and finally come to a decision----find our greatly confused author...



The Queen's Tragedy

She'd been doing so well...

Things had been rolling right along...

All the signs were auspicious...

It came from nowhere.

It stunned her soul...

She was sickening rapidly...

Her burden drove her into a strange solitude.

She met her friends from youth.

She met the love she had abandoned.

She met her King but he was a stranger to her.

~~~

She found herself, again, back with her youthful friends---cavorting in the forest, creating games 
no one fully understood, getting filthy, and taunting the approaching dark...

Staying in the forest after dark had its terrors but also its hidden rewards---faith could flourish 
while limbs quaked, the unreal threatened but friends protected...

~~~

He was the most delicious man---courteous but roguish---understanding of her feelings but a 
mystery to her---strong but tender.

She swore her undying love then disappeared from his life...

~~~

The King had found her wandering outside her village.

Smitten was the least that could be said of his response to her.

He consulted with her parents and they told her she would become the new Queen.

~~~



The King visited her in her chambers---lying in her sick-bed, wasted to a shadow.

She didn't know who he was...

~~~

They decided to play the hunting game.

She was chosen as the prey and hurried deeper into the forest...

~~~

He searched for her, years on end---travelled all known Kingdoms---found no trace...

~~~

The King called in the bleeder.

The King called in the healer.

The King watched her become a living corpse...

~~~

She was deeper in the dark of the forest then any of her friends had been.

She stumbled on a lump of fur and jumped out of her skin.

The creature unrolled its body and spoke to her:

"You will one day sicken.
 
"It will be because you traded love for security and riches.

"You will only have me to cling to."

~~~

The man was sitting in the shade of a familiar tree, near the place she had pledged her undying 
love.

A woman approached.

She told him she was the Queen's mother.



She told him his love was dying.

~~~

The King called in the priest.

The priest left screaming, saying a beast of the forest had attacked him...

~~~

She, in her death-throes, dreamed he had returned...

She spoke to her furry friend and he spoke in return:

"Now is the time the Great Spirit has bequeathed you---one chance left to reclaim your love..."

~~~

The man was disguised as an adept of the wizard of the north.

The man begged audience with the King.

The man said he had a magical invocation he needed to whisper in the Queen's ear; but, he must 
do it with no one else present...

~~~

She said good-bye to her furry friend and opened her eyes.

Her love was standing before her.

She cried herself to death...

~~~~~~~~~

There are two endings to this story:

She took her love for him to the next world and waited for him to join her.

Or, she died a failure in love.

Which ending do you believe?



The Satyr’s Dream

Wurembla had only made the appointment because he had to---he hated dragons.

He ambled along the path, past the hillock with the twisted tree, and stopped at the large, flat 
rock next to the stagnant pond.

He waited...

The sun was near the horizon when the animal appeared, high in the sky and swooping in long 
arcs, ever-lower.

It landed lightly on the rock, raising a cloud of dust,  and hissed out, "Satyr of legend, I am 
Vexus, your servant."

Wurembla looked the beast over from snout to tail and replied, "Yes, my venerable dragon, you 
have an ability that can be of great service to us both."

"I am not a dragon. That could well be taken as an insult, Sir. I am a drake."

"Drake or dragon, my friend, you have what I lack and I offer what you could never attain 
unaided..."

"The message said you wish an Appeal written in the language of the humans, since you lack the 
art of composition..."

"No mere appeal, damn drake, a Summons!"

"My hairy associate, you may summon all you like but, without the proper mode of appeal, your 
desire can never be fulfilled..."

"Oh, most shady wordsmith, I don't give a spurt what it's called. There is a particular human 
female I must possess and it is rumored you can write a sorcery that will bind her to me---can 
you?

"I can."

"She has the treasure you seek and you shall have it as soon as I have her..."

~~~

The satyr and the drake consulted. The satyr speaking his wishes, the drake instructing him in the
proper strokes to be applied to the parchment.

~~~



Many miles away, the beauteous princess was kneeling at the seashore in deep conversation with 
one of the merfolk:

"Yes... My father's magician has determined the plot---my capture by Wurembla..."

"Why would you let him capture you?"

"The magician foresees the satyr petitioning my father for an audience with me... He can not 
refuse to offer it---the satyrs threaten attack on our villagers... I must see Wurembla and the 
magician says he will have an Appeal to entrance me..."

"And, my dear, you want me to do...?

"Steal the Appeal."

"Just like that..."

"I shall admit Wurembla to my chambers. You shall be in my bath---"

"Wait. Your bath!?"

"This is not good?"

"I need the beast on the shore---I must have room to leap and grab, my dear."

"On the shore..."

~~~

Word had been received from the princess. She would meet the satyr.

Vexus took up his position on the mountainside, waiting for Wurembla to gain control of the 
woman and, hence, her fortune---all the jewels going to the drake...

Wurembla stood on the shore of the sea, leering as the princess approached---his loins growing 
warm---his thoughts swirling in a dream-world...

The princess reached the satyr and asked, with a quaver:

"What do wish to say to me, Wurembla?"

"Me? Say? Nothing, dear wench, read!"

He thrust the scroll at her.

She stood frozen.



The merman leapt.

The boy lurched back to consciousness, joystick in hand, and said:

"Damn! Almost had her..."



The Scribe and The Sun of Truth

He was running for his life. 

The Sun was falling and he had to get to the Ocean before he was engulfed in Its Flames.

Just as he reached the shore…

He woke up.

Ninevas sat up on his cot and spoke to the Dream:

“Mercy! I hear your command yet know not how to comply…“

He waited for confirmation…

No voice, no evidentiary animal sound, no alteration in his humble surroundings…

“Bedevilment! I am cursed…“

Ninevas was scared to shivering.

I did not wish that Dream… I do not want that Dream…

After he rose from his cot, he took the Sacred Stone from his pack and said:

“I hear you Sun Benthos.

“I hear but do not comprehend.

“May I be led to Your Wisdom.”

He returned the Stone to his pack, slipped on his robe and sandals, slung his pack to his shoulder,
and splashed his face with what remained in his cup from the last evening’s drinking bout.

“The wine’s dream it is…

“I am not worthy to dream of Sun Benthos…“

He had the last of dawn to roam the foothills before he began his work for Stenrus.

He left his tent and walked softly past the others’ dwellings.

Why should I have this Dream?

None will believe me, none will help me unravel its meaning…



The Chronicles had it that, when the Sun Benthos returned to Earth and sought Its rest in the 
Ocean, the World would end.

Ninevas was not of the Priests, nor the Masters.

Ninevas was extremely distressed and wishing with all his might to be rid of the Dream.

A scribe does not dream of the gods!

He wove his way through the struggling bush, retraced his steps past his tent, and headed to the 
magnificent adobe home of the Masters.

Removing his sandals at the entrance, he met Bilbras, the Masters’ cook.

“Bilbras, have you a short time for a query?”

“I have no time, there is no time, I have an impossible task.”

“You are the Masters’ cook. No person of mid-rank excels you in creativity.”

“It has nothing to do with my abilities. I am to prepare a Feast for a Visitor and there are no extra
supplies. Do I ask the gods for grain? Do I pray for rain to water the dying crops? The Masters 
will thrash me when they have less to eat…“

“Dear Bilbras, I leave you to your challenge. Is Anthrase in the dwelling?”

“He is.”, said Bilbras as he strode away.

Ninevas regretted his plight but Anthrase was the only possible soul who could understand…

He will not speak to me and if he does he will report me to the Masters…

Ninevas was in a well of depression—surging with frenzied feelings.

He scoffed at the idea of approaching Anthrase and went to Stenrus’ rooms.

Stenrus was surprised to see Ninevas arrive early but gave a crooked smile as he said:

“Ninevas, you may earn your keep today. Sit and write.”

Ninevas snatched his papyrus and pen and sat.

“The salutation shall be, Oh, Worthy Milkas, we greet your arrival with anticipation of your 
showering us with your Wisdom.”



Milkas was a Master from the coast region of the Sea of Abjuration.

He was loathed by Stenrus but had lands, not so ravaged; and animals, not so skinny; plus, solid 
gold.

Ninevas recorded the missive and copied it for the Masters’ Book of Affirmations.

Stenrus applied his seal to the papyrus, summoned a runner, and instructed him:

“You shall carry this at speed to the approaching Personage of Milkas. Meet him at the village of 
Silras or be hanged!”

Stenrus turned to Ninevas as the runner departed:

“Stay in the dwelling. Partake of a small portion of food. Return here at mid-day.”

~~~

Ninevas sat in the kitchen munching on a flat cake.

Bilbras entered in a rush, arms full of small sacks—the reward of his earnest begging at every 
dwelling.

“Bilbras, have you heard who it is you will feed today?”

“I have no need to know. I have work and I have embarrassment—begging food for the Masters! 
What is the world coming to?”

“The world is—”

“Yes? You are saying?”

“Nothing…“

“Good. Stay out of my way.”

~~~

When Ninevas returned to Stenrus’ rooms, he sat in his place and pondered while waiting for the 
Master to return.

Things are bad to worse…

The Masters demanding Bilbras obtain food from the people—robbing them of what the Masters 
allocated for their nourishment…



Perhaps Milkas can offer help…

~~~

The Feast had finished and Stenrus had returned with Milkas. The Masters’ discussion was 
aiming towards conclusion, Ninevas recording every word; though, his impression of Milkas 
made it hard to concentrate; and, Stenrus’ lack of manners toward a guest were dismaying him.

After Stenrus indicated Ninevas’ immediate job was done, instructing him to make a copy before
sunrise, Milkas addressed him:

“Ninevas, I require your services for a turning of the glass, no longer than that.”

Ninevas felt an unaccountable thrill in his heart.

Stenrus bid them away to the common room.

~~~

As soon as they were seated, Milkas said:

“Your Dream is Truth, Ninevas.”

“My—”

“I am Revealing Myself to you, Ninevas. You will record My Words.”

Ninevas felt a strength filling his agonized frame—he had no true awareness—he wrote 
uncomprehendingly.

A timeless time later he heard Milkas say:

“Please, read what you have written.”

Ninevas read:

“Hear me, oh people.

“I am the One you long for, the One who fills your dreams and the Dreams of your ancestors.

“I bring you what you most need.

“I offer you Truth.

“Your Masters are ill-equipped to aid you—they live from stealing your birthright—they are 
palpably misguided.



Ninevas read to the end then fell into a swoon.

~~~

He woke to Milkas’ ministrations, supping a liquid of heavenly sweetness, gathering his 
wayward limbs into a sitting posture.

“Ninevas, who do you judge me to be?”

He heard himself say:

“Thou art Sun Benthos.”

“Yes, I am the True Sun, the Fire that quenches the Sea of false knowledge; and, you are the first 
to believe in Me.

“You feel not worthy yet I heard your prayer:

“‘I hear you Sun Benthos.

‘I hear but do not comprehend.

‘May I be led to Your Wisdom.’

“Be happy, Ninevas. Today you shall serve Me well and gain infinite blessing.”

Ninevas swooned again.

~~~

The sun was approaching its setting as Ninevas woke.

He had no doubt, no fear.

His Dream had become Reality and he had a Mission.

He felt the Prescence of Milkas though His body had departed.

He went from dwelling to dwelling, reading out the Words of Sun Benthos.

Some believed, most thought him insane, one rushed to the dwelling of the Masters.

~~~

Stenrus roared:



“Scum !

“You dare to usurp our rule !!

“You repeat the words of a raving lunatic and bring iniquitous shame on yourself !!!

Stenrus struck Ninevas in the face with such force that he slide across the floor.

“You shall be burned alive.”

~~~

The fire roared around him.

His flesh bubbled and his bones snapped.

His mind was clear and his heart joyous.

He greeted the Sun of Truth in His Holy Dwelling—far beyond the cares of the earth…



The Sorcerer and The Sun Titan

The Mountain was a glorious sight.

The Sun Titan was rumored to live on the peak.

Folks imagined all sorts of things about the Sun Titan:

He gave secret gifts to good people.

He punished bad people.

He watched over children---the good ones.

Though, He had never really been seen...

~~~

The Sorcerer was a mean, little man with delusions of greatness.

He eked out a living pretending to heal minor illnesses and made a show of parading around the 
village praying aloud to the pantheon of gods and goddesses he'd invoked so often he almost 
believed they were real.

And, he had a yet greater delusion---challenging the Sun Titan...

~~~

The Sun Titan was what would, thousands of years later, be called a Plasmoid---a tightly 
organized ball of the most tenuous substance---unattached protons and electrons which could 
store electricity in magnetically-bound forms.

The Plasmoid hovering over the mountain was nearly always in a non-glowing state; though, 
there were occasions when the villagers would see a flashing light, hidden in the clouds that 
periodically shrouded the mountain's peak.

The Plasmoid---Sun Titan---stored a vast amount of energy...

~~~

The Sorcerer called the village to a general meeting and announced:

"I have served you humbly for many years.

"I have healed you and brought you fortune, while shielding you from harm.



"You have believed that good and bad are delivered from what you call Sun Titan.

"I have tried to teach you the True Way of worship---worship of the Pantheon.

"I will prove, beyond all doubt, that Sun Titan is a mere myth---a design of our ancestors' 
imaginations."

There was a confused and agitated rumbling from the villagers.

The Sorcerer shouted above the din:

"Tomorrow, I will climb the mountain and ascend to the peak!

"I will build a bonfire to signal to you my supremacy over idle fancies!"

~~~

The day dawned bright and sunny.

The Sorcerer made a grand show of preparing to ascend the mountain---he was a mean and small
man but did have good health and a strong body.

The villagers surrounded him as he held forth:

"I go now to prove my superiority. I take with me our Sacred Cross, made of Holy Metal mined 
from the base of the mountain.

"Do not fear for me, I only perform what is necessary for our Salvation!"

~~~

The trek was hard.

The Sorcerer stopped before the last and hardest ascent.

Clouds had gathered and the air was heavy with moisture.

He ate some food and drank quite a bit of his wine---lugging a four-foot-long metal cross and a 
large bundle of fire wood had demanded he fortify himself.

He'd forgotten to wrap the cross in the Sacred Cloth, used to carry it from place to place for 
worship.

The Sacred Cloth was an excellent insulating material...

~~~



Up he went, attaining the peak, very relieved he saw no Sun Titan.

Just for the fun of it, before he built the bonfire, he raised the Sacred Cross over his head and 
said:

"Oh, Mighty Sun Titan, I challenge you to Mortal Contest!

"Show your puny frame and be Conquered!!"

The metal of the cross called affectionately to the electricity in the Plasmoid.

A bolt of pure energy incinerated the cross and Sorcerer...



The Terrified Warrior

He was the bravest they had.

He was hiding in a cave and trembling like a child...

He was well familiar with the adage, "Courage is action taken in spite of fear."; but, in his horror-
stricken state, his courage had evaporated.

The monster was rampaging near the cave---twenty towering feet of stone-like muscle and very 
little brain---raised-up from Hell and angry at everything...

The man's name was Trellon Gravuos.

The People had bestowed on him the title, Trellon The Dauntless; and, dauntless he had been, in 
countless wars against the Oppressors to the north---saving his People, single-handed, from rape 
and rapine.

He had been a marvel in battle---swift, precise, deadly---seemingly impervious to being 
wounded; though, he had more scar tissue than smooth...

Here he was, cowering in the cave---mind flaming with fear.

The monster had no name---had never even been imagined by the People.

Not far from the cave, the Shaman, Mirzan, was praying for all he was worth---beseeching the 
Avatar, Haiminsos, for aid and assistance.

Haiminsos appeared to be unavailable...

Mirzan forced himself to walk down the cliff-path to the cave, using all his stealth to avoid 
confrontation.

At the cave entrance, he had to squeeze through the only opening left, rocks from the monster's 
violent disorder piled high.

He called in the near-dark, "Trellon?".

Muffled whimpering...

"Trellon!"

A swallowed gasp...

Mirzan stumbled toward the sound, found Trellon, shook his quivering body.



"Trellon, for the sake of all that is Right, wake from your dire dread!"

Trellon began to sit up from his fetal-clutch.

"There's a good soldier, Trellon, sit and breathe; deep, deep..."

Trellon spoke in a whisper:

"Mir--- za---"

"Trellon, wake from this! Speak your fear!"

"Mirzan... I don't... understand......"

"Of course you do, Trellon. There is a giant Phantom out there, powered by the Wizards of 
Terlonzaas; and, you are damaged---in body and soul---damaged but not dead, Trellon. Let me 
help you."

"Make it go away!"

"Trellon, dear soul, the Wizards have learned my weakness as well as yours. I am a Shaman of 
the Earth. This monster is of the Mind. I need your help."

"You? Need <i>my help??"

"I can make your wounds less painful. I can enkindle more strength from your body. I cannot 
fight this monster. He is from your own mind..."

"<i>My mind? You blame this abomination on me!?"

"There is no blame in my heart, Trellon. We all are in this crisis and the Wizards have discovered
long-hidden fears in your deepest mind---fears we all carry---fears as strong in you as your 
courage is strong. This is your battle, none else can fight it... You must conquer yourself..."

"Mirzan... Mirzan, I do not understand..."

A rock rumbled down the cliff and blocked the narrow opening in the cave mouth, killing the 
meager light.

"Trellon. Listen carefully. I can deal with your body, I can deal with the rocks blocking the 
entrance. You must deal with the monster of fear in your mind!"

"H--- How...?"

"I will invoke the Avatar, Haiminsos, but you must help me."



"Help you......"

"Yes, you must pray to Haiminsos, pray with all your might for clarity of mind, pray for 
deliverance from this fear."

"I shall try..."

"You must do much more than try! You must succeed! You must scrape-up your Faith and Trust, 
call-up the feelings of all the victories won in your name yet aided by the Good Grace of 
Haiminsos---focus on Gratitude, concentrate on Thankfulness---shout-out your Plea!"

As Trellon began his earnest, nearly screaming, chant, the monster began battering the roof of the
cave---dust, in gagging sheets, raining down.

Mirzan was murmuring in a heat of Invocation...

Dislodged fragments of rock fell with the dust, both men beginning a struggle against terminal 
choking...

A light began to shimmer in the cave, a tingling warmth invaded the limbs of the supplicating 
humans.

Trellon, though continuing to howl his chant, lost his mind---traveled to his past---saw the river 
bank and the horde of children from the north, creeping and sneaking through the water, drooling
green waste, eyes vacant...

The force of the image brought his mind back to awareness, impressed on his heart the unreality 
of the memory, caused a shock of discovery that dissolved the old nightmare, bringing a surge of 
energy, erupting with the release from decades of hidden dread at a mere child's dream.

He rose in the glow of Haiminsos' Presence, joined hands with Mirzan, and bellowed:

"Be gone! Return to your masters! You are no longer mine! Give <i>them the horror you rain 
down from your mindless existence!!"

They were engulfed in a mind-crafted blaze of flame, hot as magma, swirling against the rocks, 
bursting the bounds of mere earth, focusing a column of passion toward the monster.

The Phantom roared its worthy death---turned to blackest cloud---rose above the cliff and rushed 
north...



The Terror from The Forest

It had always stayed in the forest---seven feet tall and thirteen feet long---nine legs and hard 
carapace---oozing acid and smelling something awful...

~~~

But notice had been received from its courier, Nuess, through the clicks and scraping sounds it 
used, that the monster, Blattella, was about to visit the Keep.

Something was horribly amiss if Blattella needed to raid the stores at the Keep---certainly, the 
weather had turned sour but that alone couldn't account for its leaving the forest.

The Keep had its own ogre guarding it---Musfra, the giant---strangely handsome, in a crude 
way---powerful but not immune to Blatella's acerbic oozings---puncture it in close quarters with 
a spear and be drenched in flesh-eating fluid...

Musfra had his own courier, Zedz---dwarf warrior---rabid when necessary---capable of using the 
chittering language of Blattella.

Zedz and Nuess met on the plain before the forest.

The rapid, screeching parley unnerved all but Musfra.

He maintained a rigid stance and was quite full of fury.

Zedz returned to the Keep with word that Blattella would take no offered portion of the stores---
it would take every bit of it...

Musfra's fury could not be contained---he killed Zedz and stormed across the plain.

~~~



Blatella was waiting at the edge of the forest.

Musfra hurled his spear.

Blatella skittered forward---the spear landing behind it.

Musfra bellowed and charged.

Blatella rose on its hind-most legs and leaped over Musfra, heading for the Keep.

Musfra retrieved his spear and rushed back.

Blatella was nowhere to be seen; but, it could be smelled---near the Keep but behind it.

The ogre went upwind, hoping to attract the monster with his own smell.

Silence...

Then, behind him a sound...

How did the creature outflank me?

As Musfra turned, Nuess sprang from the ground and bit him on the belly, being immediately 
smashed by Musfra's hand.

The poison was swift in its action---Musfra staggered and fell...

~~~



The moral of this tale?

Even if your allies seem small and useless, never underestimate your need for them...



The Unexpected Mythic Quest

The Centaur left her forest at full-gallop, rounding the peninsula beach and surging into the sea 
on her way to the Meeting Place.

The Dragon rose slowly from her forest, her serpentine body flattening to gain altitude, in no 
hurry to appear at the Meeting Place.

For most ordinary folk, the day was not special---fluffy clouds, warmth, and a regular routine.

For the Centaur and the Dragon, the day was Epochal---never had a day like this dawned.

The Centaur's name was Nautal, the Dragon's Yanell.

Nautal was Wise and Irreverent, Yanell Wise and Benevolent.

Nautal could be, on occasion, Benevolent and Yanell could, on occasion, be Irreverent but it took
Special Occasions.

Their enforced Meeting on the Island was a Special Occasion.

What could enforce two Forces of Nature to conduct a Meeting neither particularly wanted to 
attend?

Why, Nature Herself...

Nautal emerged from the sea and trotted up the beach to the palm grove. She rested but soon 
found herself circling the grove.

"Where is that Dragon?"

Yanell was four miles from the Island and gliding---slowly lowering her altitude.

Nautal could smell Yanell but not yet see her. 

Yanell had no trouble seeing Nautal, perked like a filly.

Nautal caught site of Yanell and moved to the center of the grove, assuming her most erect sitting
posture.

Yanell arrived at the Island and hovered at the edge of the beach.

A not short amount of time passed...

Finally, Nautal said:



"We neither want to be here."

"We neither have a choice."

"So Old Mother needs help again..."

"Mother could do without us but, as you know, lets us help Her control the humans."

"Why did they rise from her bowels? They think they have minds but persistently act 
otherwise..."

"They do think, mostly in circles."

Another span of time passed with only the sea breeze speaking...

Finally, Yanell said:

"I will bring forth Thunder without Rain..."

"That can't be until Uranus rises with the Sun."

"What do you offer?"

"We appear to the humans at the Winter Solstice---you let their Hero wound you---you fly above 
the humans, letting your blood flow on each..."

"Then, you kill the Hero with your spear?"

"Yes, and we let the humans who fall ill from your blood die..."

"Why not use the healing power of your spear to save those humans?"

"We would have to wait until the Venus-Jupiter conjunction..."

"I say we wait."

"Can I still kill their Hero?"

"Yes, if I can bring his life back with my blood."

A long period of time rolled out---Yanell continued to hover, Nautal oscillating between sitting 
and circling the grove...

Their Task was to humble the humans---give them much to think about---raise their awareness of
the intricacies of Fate.



As the stars beckoned dreamers, they resumed their planning, Yanell offering first:

"Their Hero must die and be reborn..."

"Agreed."

"They must suffer some unequivocal deaths..."

"Why?"

"The sacrifice of a few will heighten their thankfulness for a reborn Hero."

"Should we let some die from your blood or my spear?"

"Both, so they will ponder deeply..."

"What if we regenerate the Hero with my spear?"

"Damn! I've lost the thread of events..."

"I believe I must admit I have as well..."

"Shall we appeal to Mother?"

"Perhaps..."

They lapsed into silence.

The rising Sun saw the continuation of their planning, Nautal leading off:

"Definitely kill their Hero and return him to life."

"Perhaps not..."

~~~

The humans marveled at the cloud that remained over the Island for many years---the color of 
ripe plums.

The one called Hero grew old and died of natural causes.

His son assumed the Mantle and also grew to old age.

The humans mostly forgot about Heroes and their Myths began to unravel.

~~~



Mother spoke through the Island's sands:

"Yanell, Nautal?"

Both were sleeping deeply...

Mother spoke inside their heads:

"You will awake!"

They groggily replied together:

"Yes, Mother?"

"I am going to send you on a Journey."

They woke fully and waited...

The purple cloud opened a hole in its center and Yanell and Nautal were wisked up and away.

~~~

There was a planet circling a star not so far from Sol.

Nautal and Yanell descended from the clouds---Nautal immediately galloping across the 
landscape---Yanell gyring widely.

No humans...

They met up in a large forest and Yanell said:

"I assume we must wait?"

Nautal countered:

"I assume we have been punished."

They suddenly heard the sound of whipping wings and haunting hooves.

From the skies descended a clan of dragons---from the shadows of the forest a tribe of centaurs 
approached...

A very old dragon and a very old centaur came near, the dragon speaking:

"We have waited long for you."



The centaur added:

"We welcome the Ambassadresses of Our Mother."

~~~

Many Aeons later, Nautal and Yanell met at an Island, Nautal immediately lying down, Yanell 
flopping at the edge of the water.

Neither spoke for many of the multiple Moons' cycles...

Yanell broke the mute communion:

"It is wearying being a Heroine..."

"It is humiliating..."

"Mother knows best..."

"Go to Hell..."



Tribal Queen

She was praying to her most illustrious ancestress.

The Fire-Breather was afield and not just harrowing the upland villages.

Luenza intoned her propitiations to Launesis:

"Forgive me for my indiscretions...

"Give me the fortitude to argue my husband into action...

"BE PRESENT!"

Luenza saw the spirit rise and float before her.

~~~

Agwen sat on his throne and spoke with authority to his priests:

"Say all the prayers you wish but say them elsewhere!

"The Fire-Breather has never come here. He stays to the uplands and we can well afford a few 
roasted villagers to appease his fury..."

Luenza entered the chamber.

She was accompanied by the glow of her ancestress.

She said:

"Hear me, Agwen, most alluring husband, the Fire-Breather is roaming closer. You must mount a
defense that---"

"Luenza! How do you know what you say? Is it from your fears? I will not mount a defense 
without proof. But, I will mount you if it will calm your agitation."

"I speak with Proof!"

She was more than full with the spirit of Launesis---she projected it toward Agwen.

He shouted, "Priests be gone!", and they stumbled over each other in their departure.

Then, he said:

"Sweet Luenza. I feel your "Proof"..."



"Do more than feel, my King, act!"

"I feel your certainty and sense the habitation within you of what you call a Spirit but that does 
not constitute a plan of action..."

"Will you hear what Launesis says?"

"I will, if it will calm you..."

"Call up your mounted warriors and command them to encircle these chambers. The Fire-
Breather is coming for you alone..."

"And what business does this monster have with me? He has always feasted on the villagers of 
the uplands. Why defend here and why only me?"

"I tell you what Launesis says. Perhaps you have incurred the wrath of other Spirits..."

"I answer to no Spirits! The Fire-Breather will cavort in the uplands and I will be here after, 
willing to forgive you for your excessive faith in what you believe your ancestress knows."

~~~

The Records are accurate.

The Fire-Breather consumed Agwen and never appeared again.

Luenza became the first female ruler of all the tribal peoples...



What Is This Mystery?

There is a creature---seemingly ageless---capable of compelling...

It roams all places---through plains and forests, over mountains, and across the seas.

No one knows its name but it visits all peoples.

Its form becomes what is necessary for each individual; though, many folk see it as the same 
creature.

There are few reliable records of its nature and accounts from individual people can vary upon 
retelling.

Here are the few fragments we can offer that have any semblance of believability.

~~

My name is August Valli and I am the banker of Rancelle township.

I first met the creature when I was but fifteen years old.

It appeared before me, as best I can recollect, as a friend of mine---Gregor---but not really him...

It changed as I spoke to it, became a darkness, compelled me to follow it down the river bank 
into the water, where I met a beautiful woman...

~~

August was found in the water and three people did see him talking to the air...

~~

I am Mary of Capilan village and I help the nuns with their duties.

I was startled awake one night last year by a fear that I sensed before me, but only its outline, 
like a man with no body...

He spoke to me and compelled me to follow him from my home.

I was strangely trusting and found myself, in the morning, in the basement of the church.

~~

Mary was found in the church's basement---behind a locked door...



~~

My name is not important but you can find it out from anyone in Vauxain City---I was their 
Chief Magistrate...

The creature is real, as real as rock, but takes on forms to suit its prey.

I met what I thought was my wife returning from shopping but it was far too early---no shops 
were open and I'd just left her, sleeping in our bed...

She greeted me as usual and compelled me to follow her to the Hill of Remembrance where we 
had a picnic breakfast...

~~

That gentleman, one Peter Swan, was found in a stupor on the Hill of Remembrance...

~~

I am Bressilia Vougette from Hespas.

I knew the creature for ten years, in three distinct forms---my son, my mother, and a man from a 
foreign country.

Each appearance seemed completely normal until it suddenly became a void---a felt presence 
that could not be seen but compelled me to do things I can not mention...

~~

We include Ms. Vougette's words only because of the fine reputation she holds in her community.

~~

It may be wondered why the few accounts we present as marginally believable are so short.

This is how we received them---they all seemed willing subjects, eager to tell their tales, yet 
what you've read is all they said---each falling deeply asleep after their last words...

What follows is a statement  from a man whose opinion we could well distrust, except for the 
remarkable fact that each of the people whose brief accounts we have shared have met with this 
man and vouch for his understanding of their experiences.

He was able to have each of them tell him much more than we here record but he will not release
his records.

His statement:



~~

“I am a Psychologician---capable of determining the inner states that lead to what commonly is 
called hallucination.

“These people are quite normal and are only displaying what all people experience but never 
admit to themselves.

“What they say in their stories is true.”

~~

This is all we can report...

Even though we have barely begun a proper analysis of this phenomenon, and even though we 
have a statement from a proposed expert who in fact did gain the approval of certain people as 
trustworthy, and even though we may doubt much about these experiences, we are 
compelled.........



White Wizard - Black Wizard

As he traced the last line of the sigil on the cave wall, it began to glow...

He meant no harm---had never meant harm---was only taking these actions to protect the people.

They called him the white wizard and his forced retirement was about to end...

~~

At the edge of the forest, another wizard invoked the spirits and cast his enchantment, feeling a 
thrill of triumph.

The elephant would fly to the forest kingdom and destroy the log-palace---the people would be 
groveling in their subduction and clamoring for his help.

He stroked the trunk of the beast and thought of the weak-willed white wizard---off in his cave, 
still licking his wounds...

He made a shrill whistle, calling his beloved bat.

~~

He knew a direct assault on the black wizard would fail---had failed him those nineteen moons 
ago...

He knew his nemesis would strike in darkness---knew the animal the evil one would enslave 
with enchantment.

He'd chosen his defending animal with care---smeared the poison on its teeth, assured it would 
find its mark...

~~

As darkness approached and the elephant's airborne and appalling sounds reached the people's 
ears, the King was cowering in his inner chambers.

All bemoaned their fate---all had lost faith in the white wizard...

~~

The moon rose with a strange haste...

No sounds in the forest, not even the frogs...

~~



A chambermaid of the Queen, on her terrified way to find an herb---forced to leave the palace 
because the plant must be plucked in moonlight---was frozen by an apparition---a tortured 
trumpeting coming from an impossible elephant, soaring above the trees...

~~

The white wizard held his defending animal before the glowing sigil---informing it of its 
mission---then, released it to its task...

~~

The elephant hovered over the palace, terrified in its ensorcelled plight, terrifying the people with
its otherworldly screams---the black wizard drooling in his mad control of the people's fate...

~~

In the cave, prayers were ascending---supplications of intense longing---pleas for otherworldly 
Aid...

~~

A small animal flew through the chilled night air...

~~

The elephant was straining against its imposed suspension---legs thrashing, ears flapping wildly, 
trunk whipping the air...

~~

The black wizard didn't noticed the bat alighting on his shoulder, didn't feel the bite---his body 
slumping from the poison...

~~

The elephant was freed from its spell---its frenzied motions imparting a momentum, carrying it 
just beyond the palace to crash into the lake.

~~

No one believed what had happened...

Still, as is natural, they repeated the story down through the ages...

And, as is natural, they appended a moral:



“The struggle of good against evil is only won when evil defeats itself...”


